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MOLECULAR ANALYSIS OF LOSS OF CANALIZATION AND HABITUATION AT THE MAIZE r1 LOCUS
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Epigenetics is the study of heritable changes in phenotypes that are not the result of changes in DNA sequence. Examples of epigenetic affecters include methylation changes, chromatin modifications, transcription factors, and RNA-based changes. The molecular mechanisms behind epigenetic changes are not fully understood. Canalization is the buffering of gene expression against environmental changes over time, while habituation is semi-stable expression change over time due to selection. This work characterized the molecular changes associated with the kernel color changes of the R-sc:86-17pale allele at the maize red color1 (r1) locus to determine if the changes are epigenetic in nature. The research; 1) quantified the color differences between the progenitor and habituated sublines; 2) Determined that there are not sequence differences between the progenitor and habituated sublines at the 3’ end of the Sc||nc1 gene that could account for changes in seed color; 3) and examined the cytosine methylation patterns at the 3’ end of the Sc||nc1 gene of the habituated sublines and the progenitor to determine whether there are methylation differences that correspond with the kernel color changes. Quantification of the kernel colors of the R-sc:86-17pale selection sublines...
showed that there was a statistically significant difference in kernel color. The identical sequence of the R-sc:86 line and the R-sc:86-17pale Lightest and R-sc:86-17pale Darkest sublines at the 3’ end of the Sc||nc1 gene is evidence that the kernel color change is not driven by differences in sequence within the rl gene. The methylation data suggests that some methylation differences in the R-sc:86-17pale Lightest and R-sc:86-17pale Darkest sublines are present, and suggests that the molecular basis of the kernel color is epigenetic in nature.
Epigenetics:

In 1942, Waddington described epigenetics, which is the mechanism of heritable expression and development patterns that are not caused by genetic changes. Recent work has shown that epigenetic phenomena resulting in changes in gene expression include: cytosine methylation, modification of chromatin and histones, transcription factors, and RNA modification/regulation (Freeling and Lisch 2010, Erhard and Hollick 2011, Wang 2011, Ponomarev et al. 2012, Dunn et al. 2015, Bustos et al. 2017, Cifuentes-Zuniga et al. 2017, Kishi et al. 2017, Salehi 2017). Epigenetic changes can directly affect transcription, translation, RNA processing and protein modification, which in turn alter phenotypes, and have been found to occur in both single and multigenic traits in single and multicellular organisms (Wang et al. 2009, Eichten et al. 2011).

Epigenetics can involve heritable changes in control of gene expression, often in response to environmental pressures, as can be seen in the downstream effects of influenza virus infections and in changes in human expression of traits in response to famine (Bedford 2012, Bygren et al. 2014, Tang et al. 2011, Dunn 2015). These epigenetic changes can take the form of affecting nutrient metabolism in the grandchildren of famine survivors, as well as changes in T cell expression patterns in response to influenza (Bygren et al. 2014, Dunn 2015). This effect of environmental pressures affecting heritable fitness revives the Lamarckian idea that evolution is not solely based on Mendelian genetics and the occurrence and movement of
alleles/epialleles through a population, but is also dependent on epigenetic changes in gene expression (Fanti et al. 2017). This leads to a need to understand epigenetic regulation of gene expression through such phenomena as canalization and habituation.

**Canalization:**

Canalization, or the channeling of expression patterns into a few phenotypic patterns in spite of allelic variation or environmental pressure, was first described by Waddington, who hypothesized a need to maintain normal expression patterns until abnormal environmental factors lead to the expression of cryptic alleles (Figure 1) (Waddington 1956, Waddington 1942). These normal expression patterns were described as 'canals' that directed the expression to normal, or 'regular' phenotypes, masking expression of abnormal alleles and traits (cryptic variation). Canalization of a phenotype stabilizes expression of the trait, reducing phenotypic variation (narrow expressivity), and potentially optimizing expression of the trait for the current environmental selection pressures (Figure 2) (Hornstein & Shomron 2006, Salathia & Queitsch 2007).

Chanderbali et al. (2010) showed that plant species can have different levels of canalization by comparing carpel and tepal lengths to stamen length in *Arabidopsis thaliana* and *Persea americana*. *P. americana* displays significantly less variation then *Arabidopsis thaliana* in the tepal to stamen length ratio, indicated by higher r values and less variation in Figure 2. This lower variation indicates a significantly narrower range of the expression of traits affecting tepal and stamen length than displayed by *A. thaliana*, which indicates stronger canalization of these traits in *P. americana* (Figure 2). Meins and Lutz (1979) proposed that the standardization of gene expression patterns provides
phenotypic stability while retaining epialleles that may allow for different expression patterns in different environments. This standardization of gene expression can be regulated by Hsp90 (Heat Shock Protein 90), which can mask expression of epialleles that allow for different expression patterns (cryptic alleles) (Figure 3) (Sato & Siomi 2010). The ability to retain the unexpressed epialleles is postulated to be an important aspect of an organism's ability to react to environmental changes in a way that allows for survival, using alleles that may not normally be selected for, such as in some instances of bacterial drug resistance via plasmids (Martinez & Baquero 2000, Marquez et al. 2011, Day 2016). The mechanism(s) underlying canalization are poorly understood (Fanti et al. 2017, Sieriebriennikov et al. 2017, Carey et al. 2015, Le Roy et al. 2017, McNamara et al. 2016). Both miRNA and reduction of Hsp90 expression have been found to affect canalized phenotypes, affecting many genes and pathways at the same time (Hornstein & Shomron 2006, Sato & Siomi 2010, Sieriebriennikov 2017). Perturbations of canalization, such as those involving the pathway including Hsp90, appear to affect global canalization throughout the organism, rather than working on an individual gene basis (Bedford 2012). As Bogdan et al. (2017) proposed, Hsp90 may help maintain canalization and reduce expression of cryptic phenotypes while active. While canalization may be affected by miRNA, and siRNA in Arabidopsis, current research suggests that the mechanism of canalization is not interfering RNA-based, but may be connected with methylation states (Fanti et al. 2017, Le Roy 2017, McNamara 2016, Milton 2006).

(2010) described the buffering role of canalization as channeling expression into only a few expressed phenotypes (black peaks) (Figure 3). This buffering, when reduced or removed, allows the number of expressed phenotypes to increase, as the reduced buffering allows already present cryptic alleles (grey peaks) to be expressed despite their low penetrance. This change in expression patterns allow the total number of different expressed phenotypes to increase, as both cryptic and normally expressed alleles are expressed, without a requirement for a new mutation to drive expression of each phenotypic change. An example of a loss or reduction in canalization is the phenotypic variations that arise following inhibition of the Hsp90 in Drosophila and Arabidopsis thaliana (Figure 4 & 5) (Queitsch 2002). The Hsp90 protein chaperons protein folding, protein degradation, and stabilizes proteins against heat stress (Salathia & Queitsch 2007). When Hsp90 protein function in Drosophilia is disrupted, canalization is reduced, resulting in simultaneous increased phenotypic variation in expression in multiple traits, including eye and body color (Figure 5) (Salathia & Queitsch 2007, Sato & Siomi 2010, Rutherford and Lindquist 1998, Queitsch et al. 2002). These phenotypic changes are not limited to organisms with Hsp90 loss of function mutations, but do occur at a much higher rate than they would normally in wild type animals (Figure 5). Inactivation of Hsp90 cannot currently be used for directed modification of specific traits due to the global effects of Hsp90 loss on multiple traits or multiple genes in a pathway, such as can be seen in the anthrocyanin pathway, because there is a high probability of undesirable traits being affected at the same time (pleiotropy), or of the desired trait being masked by off target phenotypes, complicating the selection of the desired phenotype (Fanti et al. 2017, Salathia & Queitsch 2007).
**Habituation:**

Habituation results from heritable changes in the epigenetic state of cells, which occur gradually, are reversible, and do not require genetic changes underlying the visible phenotypic change (Meins & Lutz 1979, Meins 1989). The habituation documented by Meins and Lutz (1979) allowed progeny cells to survive levels of cytokinins that were lethal to un-habituated tobacco progenitor cells after 3 generations of selection, and in which the cytokinin tolerance after three more cell generations could be reversed. The rate of change in cellular cytokinin requirements reported by Meins and Lutz (1979) is 100 - 1000 times faster than can be accounted for by normal mutation rates of $2.9 \times 10^{-8}$ mutations/base per replication, which coupled with the reversibility of the cytokinin requirements, indicates that habituation likely is not dependant on genetic mutations for changes in phenotype (Meins & Lutz 1979, Clark *et al.* 2005, Largo-Gosens *et al.* 2016, de Castro *et al.* 2017). Habituation can be found in humans with drug habituation though tolerance to increasing dosages of drugs, and in some aspects reminiscent of Lamarkian evolution, such as can be seen in generational increases in heavy metals tolerance in plants (Carey *et al.* 2015, de Castro *et al.* 2017, Macnair 1987).

**The maize *r1* locus:**

The maize *r1* (red color 1) locus is one of several loci that regulate anthocyanin deposition throughout plant tissues including anthers, scutellar node, prop roots, roots, stem, ligules, leave, and aleurones via its action as a transcription activator (Bako 2011,
As shown in Figure 6, r1 activates the chalcone synthase (CHS), dihydroflavonol 4-reductase, and UDP-glucose flavinoid 3-oxy-glucosyl transferase biosynthetic enzyme genes in the anthocyanin synthesis pathway (as reviewed in Dooner et al. 1992). This regulation of the CHS enzyme by r1 is a function of the r1 protein, which acts as a transcription factor via a DNA binding region of the protein which is homologous to a helix-loop-helix motif of the myc family of proto-oncogenes for activation (Dooner et al. 1992, Ludwig et al. 1989).

**R-sc:86-17pale and its origins:**

The R-sc:86 allele was recovered by Ashman (1960) as a solid black/purple seed color mutation from R-stippled (R-st); which has spotted seeds. R-st and R-sc:86 are both complex alleles; R-st has 4 r1 kernel color genes, R-sc:86 has 3 r1 kernel color genes (Table 1, Figure 7). The presence of the **Inhibitor-of-R (IR)** Transposable element (TE) in R-stippled's Sc gene inhibited expression of the Sc gene and results in yellow aleurones, and loss of the IR element from Sc by IR excision or unequal crossover results in black kernels (Eggleston et al. 1995). The presence of **Doppia** TEs in the Nc genes (Near colorless/lightly mottled) affect the Nc expression patterns, due to the 5' end of the r1 genes controlling tissue specific expression (Figure 7) (Eggleston et al. 1995). R-sc:86 likely arose from an unequal crossover event between the Sc and the NcI which created a chimeric gene (Sc||ncI), and has the functional 5' end of the Sc gene fused to the functional 3' end of NcI. The presence of the Doppia insertions in NcI and Nc2 causes a significant RNA transcript length difference between the Nc and the Sc||ncI genes. (W. Eggleston, pers. comm., Mary Alleman, per. comm., R. Okagaki & J.
Shallow sequence analysis indicates that the $Nc2$ and $Nc3$ genes are homologous to each other, as well as to the 3' end of the $Sc||nc1$ gene, with the similarity beginning in the third exon (W. Eggleston, pers. comm.). The $Sc||nc1$, $Nc2$, and $Nc3$ genes in $R-sc:86-17pale$ and in the habituated sublines have been found via Southern blot analysis to contain no insertions or deletions larger than 100 bp relative to $R-sc:86$ or to each other (W. Eggleston, pers. comm.) (Figure 10).

In 1961, while screening for mutants of $R-sc$ alleles, McWhirter identified a likely pre-meiotic mutation on an ear of $R-sc:86$, where a cluster of pale kernels on the ear were lighter than the normal black kernels on the rest of the ear (McWhirter 1961). From this cluster of pale kernels, McWhirter isolated homozygous lines for each of the pale kernels including $R-sc:86-17pale$ (K. McWhirter pers. comm.). McWhirter observed a high level of seed-color variation in homozygous $R-sc:86-17pale$ ears as well as the other 6 pale lines. As shown in Figure 8, over five generations, McWhirter was able to alter the $R-sc:86-17pale$ line into several semi-stable and heritable colored sublines through self-pollinated selection for lightest and darkest kernel color over successive generations (Figure 8) (K. McWhirter, pers. comm.). These seed color changes, as was demonstrated by Meins and Lutz (1979), occurred at a rate significantly faster than mutation rates can account for, and are also reversible, indicating that the kernel color differences between the $R-sc:86-17pale$ sublines are not the result of a series of mutations because if the sublines were the result of individual mutations, they would take an average of twenty generations to change color, and would do so randomly (Maroof et al. 1961).

In order to determine if the accumulation of genetic modifiers of seed color (other loci) were affecting the expression levels of the $R-sc:86-17pale$ sublines, as has been
found to be possible in \textit{r61} genes by Arteaga-Vazquez \textit{et al.} (2010), mapping studies were performed by W. Eggleston (pers. comm.). In the mapping study, \textit{R-sc:86-17pale Lightest/r-r:n-19} and \textit{R-sc:86-17pale Lightest/ryw} heterozygotes were test crossed and 17 black seed kernels were recovered at a rate of \(~1:1000\) (W. Eggleston, pers. comm.). This lack of true-breeding intermediate colors in the mapping test cross progeny is consistent with only a single affector of kernel color, reducing the likelihood of modifiers interacting with the \textit{r1} gene to produce habituation (W. Eggleston, pers. comm.).

Southern blot analyses of 11 progeny of the 17 of the recovered black kernels using Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphisms found that all had recombination between the \textit{Sc||nc1} gene of the \textit{R-sc:86-17pale Lightest} and the \textit{P} gene (color gene that does not cause kernel color) of \textit{r-r:n19} near the 3’ end in the second intron, resulting in a \textit{Sc||p} chimera as shown in Figure 11 (Derkits 2013) (Figure 11). Sequencing analysis of six of the recovered black kernels narrowed the possible area of recombination between \textit{Sc||nc1} and \textit{P} to a 3,500 bp region starting \(~650~\text{bp upstream of the end of the second intron of} \textit{Sc||nc1} through comparison of SNPs and sequence polymorphisms (W. Eggleston, pers. comm.).

W. Eggleston (pers. comm.) has also performed crosses to test the effect of miRNA or RNAi on the kernel color. W. Eggleston performed crosses with the \textit{R-sc:86-17pale Lightest} sublines to lines containing a \textit{Mediator of Paramutation 1} (\textit{Mop1}) mutation that disrupts the Dicer pathway, and disrupts production of RNAi, affecting RNAi-mediated regulation (Arteaga-Vazquez and Chandler 2010, Woodhouse 2006). Crosses of the \textit{R-sc:86-17pale Lightest} subline to \textit{Rmr6} (\textit{required to maintain supression 6}) mutant lines which do not have a functional RNA polymerase IV and which also have
the effect of suppressing RNAi regulation and of removing RNAi-based paramutation, did not show a significant change in kernel color in the first generation, but did show the light mottling of \textit{Nc} activity or very light \textit{Sc} expression (W. Eggleston, pers. comm.) (Figure 12). However, the second and third generations of the lightest x \textit{rnr6}- crosses had an increased level of light kernel mottling, which may indicate some role of miRNA control of kernel color regulation or activation of \textit{Doppia}.

**Potential role of epigenetics in the origin of R-sc:86-17pale:**

The ability to change the kernel color of \textit{R-sc:86-17pale} within a few generations, and to reverse the change, is a genetics-based evidence against sequence mutation-based changes being directly responsible for the \textit{R-sc:86-17pale} color sublines (Averitt \textit{et al.} 2017, Banerjee \textit{et al.} 2017, Kusmec \textit{et al.} 2017). The lack of large insertions or deletions, and the changes in methylation patterns indicate that the kernel color phenotypic labiality is not the result of a single mutation in the gene driving changes in kernel color (Figure 10). If a sequence-based mutation, it is not likely to be found in the kernel color gene itself, but more likely occurred at a distance from the gene, as has been reported in similar situations, such as the paramutation found in the similar \textit{B} locus, where changes in expression pattern were affected by genomic changes to an enhancer \textasciitilde100 kb upstream of the transcription start site (Arteaga-Vazquez & Chandler 2010, Stam \textit{et al.} 2002). A set of 853 bp tandem repeats located \textasciitilde100 kb upstream appears to be required for \textit{b1} paramutation in maize, but the changes in expression from paramutation do not follow the same pattern as the habituated sublines. Paramutation as defined by Brink (1956) can be either an up-regulation or a down-regulation of a gene,
but does not allow for stepwise changes in expression, or increases and decreases in succession (Le Roy et al. 2017, Fisher et al. 2017)

W. Eggleston (pers. comm.), using methylation sensitive and insensitive restriction digestion enzymes found changes in CHG, and CpG methylation of all three \( r_1 \) genes via Southern blot in \( R-sc:86 \) relative to the \( R-sc:86-17pale \) habituated sublines relative to each other and to the then published gene standards (Figure 10) (W. Eggleston, pers. comm) (Bewick & Schmitz 2017, West et al. 2014, Bewick et al. 2017). In Figure 10, all lanes were digested with \( HindIII \), which has 3 restriction sites in the canonical \( r_1 \) gene sequences (Figure 10). With the exception of lane 1, DNA was also digested with either \( BstN1 \) (B) (methylation insensitive,) or \( EcoRII \) (E) (blocked by CHG methylation), which are isoschizomers, to provide a comparison of methylation levels at those sites in the \( r_1 \) genes. Shown below the allele names are the number of \( r \) genes present in each allele, which can be seen to have a corresponding effect on the band intensity for each allele, with \( R-st \) displaying higher intensity bands (4 \( r_1 \) genes) than \( R-sc:124 \), which has only 1 \( r_1 \) gene (Figure 10).

The pattern shown in Figure 10 of decreasing intensity of the 0.95 kb band in methylation sensitive digests in the habituated sublines and a corresponding increase in intensity of the 7.5 kb band indicates that there is an inverse relationship between kernel color and methylation at the 3’ end of \( r \) genes in the habituated sublines. CHG and CG methylation increases as kernel color intensity decreases towards yellow (no expression) (W. Eggleston, pers comm.). This trend in CHG methylation indicates that at the 3’ end, the kernel color and the methylation level is inversely related to kernel color, and is significantly different from the progenitor (W. Eggleston, pers. comm.). This
methylation pattern is supported by not just data from EcoRII and BstN1, but also with
data from southern blots using HaeII (CG methylation sensitive) and PvulII (CHG
methylation sensitive) to detect methylation at recognition sites.

Using the \textit{R-sc:86-17pale} line as a baseline, Figure 10 shows that as the kernel
color decreases, there is an increase in CHG cytosine methylation at the 3' end of the
three $r1$ genes in habituated sublines. This pattern of increased methylation at the 3' end
of the three $r1$ genes is in contrast to the pattern of paramutation-induced silencing at the
$r1$ locus, which exhibits increased 5' methylation of a silenced or partially silenced gene
(Walker 1998, Eichten \textit{et al.} 2011). This pattern of increases in 3' CHG cytosine
methylation being inversely correlated with kernel color also differs from the usual gene
methylation at the 3' end (the last 1/3 of the gene body, starting near the end of the
second intron), where methylation at the 5' end has been found to be correlated with gene
expression, rather than inter gene body 3' methylation (Bewick and Schmitz 2017, West
\textit{et al.} 2014). This understanding of methylation patterns and expression patterns has
since changed, to include not just methylation in the promoter region, but also
methylation in the gene body (Bewick \textit{et al.} 2017, Bewick and Schmitz 2017, Springer \textit{et
al.} 2018). Southern blot analysis indicates that the methylation patterns indicative of
paramutation do not match the methylation patterns of the habituated sublines. The
methylation patterns, coupled with test crosses with the lightest and darkest sublines that
showed no paramutagenic effect, indicate that paramutation is not the cause of the
habituated subline kernel coloration, which will be further tested with sequencing and
bisulfite sequencing results (Figure 10).
Relevance:

The study of evolutionary processes has focused on accumulated sequence mutations that result in phenotypic changes, but new research is showing that evolution may also be affected by epigenetic changes, and that different epigenetic gene expression patterns can affect fitness (Bedford et al. 2012, Day 2016, Mendizabal et al. 2014). Many of these epigenetic changes are conserved across species, and can be studied in terms of population genetics, as Lamarck's theory of 'use and disuse' inheritance postulates (Lamarck 1809, Mendizabal et al. 2014, Savickiene et al. 2017, Teh et al. 2017, Werner et al. 2017). Better understanding of the mechanisms of epigenetics and habituation will contribute to a better understanding of population genetics and evolution.

Research in crop genetics has largely been based on mendelian genetics, and has produced large increases in crop yield (Figure 13) (Yue 2014). Much of this progress had been made through the use of standard breeding and crop development techniques, but these techniques require a multi-decade timeframe (Maroof et al. 2009). This time frame can be shortened through the use of marker assisted selection, and through the use of transgenic techniques, as was performed to create glyphosphate resistant plants, but further methods are needed to reduce the developmental time frame and avoid transgenics' poor public perception (Teh et al. 2017, Yeu 2014, Kuchel et al. 2005). The potential to speed development of a plant species, either through uncovering cryptic alleles already present in the organism or by changing the expression patterns of existing alleles, requires a better understanding of the mechanisms of epigenetics and habituation (Largo-Gosens et al. 2016, Li et al. 2005). By gaining a better understanding of the mechanisms behind canalization and habituation, it may become possible to not just
globally deregulate canalization, but to adjust the canalized state of single genes through habituation, which would allow development of new lines that utilize formerly cryptic variation, and of new applications for other organisms, as well as allowing a better understanding of epigenetic effects in population genetics.

**Specific Aims:**

In order to characterize the molecular changes associated with the kernel color changes of the *R-sc:86-17pale* allele at the maize *red color1* (*r1*) locus to determine if the changes are epigenetic in nature, three significant aims have been completed:

1. In order to quantify the kernel color differences between the *R-sc:86* and habituated sublines and to determine if the color differences conflict with the differences expected from habituation, color quantification was carried out using an Agtron M-45 Colorimeter to assess color density, and the results were statistically analyzed.

2. To determine whether there is a significant sequence difference between *R-sc:86* and the habituated sublines at the 3' end of the *Sc||nc1* gene that could account for changes in seed color, DNA sequence analysis has been performed on *R-sc:86*, the *R-sc:96-17pale Lightest*, and *R-sc:86-17pale Darkest* sublines using Sanger sequencing, and assembled for sequence comparison.

3. In order to compare the methylation levels of the *R-sc:86* and *R-sc:86-17pale* lines at the 3' end of the *Sc||nc1, Nc2*, and the *Nc3* genes, analysis of sodium bisulfite-based cytosine methylation was performed on DNA purified from the *R-sc:86:17pale Lightest* and *R-sc:86-17pale Darkest* habituated sublines and from *R-sc:86* to test if increased methylation in the *Sc||nc1, Nc2*, and the *Nc3* genes is inversely correlated with
kernel color changes. Analysis was performed using the sequences produced from Aim 2, and will look for significant differences between the $R$-$sc:86$, lightest, and darkest lines.
Chapter Two

Quantitative comparison of seed color of R-sc:86-17pale and selection sublines to verify that the kernel color differences are statistically significant

Introduction:

Identification of R-sc:86-17pale and recurrent selection over five generations based on seed color differences (light vs. dark) on individual ears was performed by K. McWhirter (pers. comm.) to create sublines with semi-heritable differences in seed color on entire ears (Figure 8) (as described in Chapter 1). These sublines were maintained for color (R-sc:86-17pale Lightest, R-sc:86-17pale Medium, and R-sc:86-17pale Darkest seed color) by W. Eggleston (pers. comm.). Light reflectometry was used to quantify seed color in order to test for statistical differences (Etchevers 1976) between the selected sublines with each other, with the fully colored progenitor R-sc:86 (Gardner 2003). Results were also compared to r-g:Δ902 and R-sc:124 (See Table 1), which served as no color and full color controls, respectively.

Methods:

Generation of samples:

Plants homozygous for r-g:Δ902, R-sc:124, R-sc:86, R-sc:86-17pale Light, R-sc:86-17pale Medium Light, R-sc:86-17pale Medium, R-sc:86-17pale Medium Dark, and R-sc:86-17pale Darkest sublines were grown in duplicate families of 90 with all 90 kernels from the same ear (duplicate families are multiple sets of 90 kernels from the same ear). All alleles were in the W22 genetic background, which has a uniform seed
color, with structures (except r-g:A902 and Sc:124) shown in Figure 7 (W. Eggleston, pers. comm.). Families are defined as specific lineages of maize (such as R-sc:86), with subfamilies being lines that underwent kernel color selection and were differentiated from a families (line) into subfamilies, and a sample being the kernels from a shelled ear of maize, used for light reflectometry. Optimal fertilization of the field was carried out by testing soil samples (VT Agronomy lab), and recommended amounts of fertilizer and lime applied prior to planting. Plantings of the duplicate families from the same ear were separated by two to three weeks depending on weather and field conditions (rain, temperature and soil conditions). Plants in each planting were self-pollinated over the fewest days possible based on plant and weather conditions in order to reduce the effect of environmental variation. Mature ears were harvested on the same day, dried with fans under ambient conditions, and stored at room temperature. Kernels were removed from the ears with a hand sheller, and sorted to remove defective, dead, and damaged seed. Glumes, silks, and other debris were discarded.

**Sample Quantification:**

After cleaning, kernels from each ear with sufficient kernels to cover the bottom of the Agtron M-45 sample cup at a depth of at least two layers (>150) were analyzed with an Agtron M-45 colorimeter to quantify the color density of the kernel samples (Figure 14). The M-45 Agtron colorimeter was turned on and allowed to warm up for 1 hour prior to each use, and was recalibrated before each session, as recommended by the manufacturer. Each sample was quantified five times to ensure uniformity, with the sample cup removed from the Agtron after each reading and the kernels poured out of the sample cup to another container, and then placed back into the cup for the next reading.
The sample set from each year was analyzed separately to account for environmentally induced differences in seed color between growing seasons. The five sample measurements for each ear were averaged for each subfamily and the controls and were compared by year to test for color differences between both the sublines and between the sublines, the progenitor line, and the no and full color controls.

**Statistical Analysis of Samples:**

In order to analyze the results from the color quantification of the kernels from each ear, a mean average was generated from the five reflectometer measurements (from each ear,) and sample measurements with a standard deviation of more than 2 were discarded as not representative of the color of the sample, potentially due to an abnormally high proportion of kernels oriented in the sample cup with the embryos facing the light reflectometer. The mean for each sample was then checked for both a bimodal distribution and a normal distribution within the line or subline that the ear is a part of in the year grown using the Shapiro-Wilk normality test. This test for normality allows the use of ANOVA, which requires a normal distribution. An ANOVA was used to test for statistically significant differences between all lines grown within a year, and in order to reduce the false positive rate from multiple unadjusted testing, a Tukey's Honest Significant Differences test was used to simultaneously compare individual lines for significant differences in or between the year grown (Tukey 1949). This comparison uses an adjusted p-value that shows the probability of similarity between multiple comparisons of colorimeter readings.
Results:

All samples (one sample is one ear) were tested for normal distribution within the individual families using a Shapiro-Wilk test for normality (Table 2). Families 2011-080, 2011-081, and 2014-328 had probability values below the threshold of statistical significance (<0.05), indicating a non-normal distribution. These three families were examined for bimodality, and after normal distribution (with outliers) was found, outliers more than 2 standard deviations from the mean were discarded to allow for further statistical testing with ANOVA and Tukey's HSD test.

2011 samples:

An ANOVA analysis of the six 2011 Families, representing 3 subfamilies (Table 2) comprising 104 ears was performed, and a p-value of <2 e^{-16} was found, indicating a statistically significant difference between the families grown in 2011 (families planted as shown in table 2). The no color control r-g:Δ902 was not available for sample collection. This shows that a difference between the families tested was detected, but does not indicate which families are significantly different from each other or from the average reflectance measurements of all of the families.

Analysis using Tukey's Honest Significant Differences test was performed on the 2011 families organized by kernel color, and shows that there are significant differences between all three of the epitypes (kernel phenotypes) harvested in 2011, including between the darkest and the full color control (Table 3) (Figure 15).
2012 samples:

ANOVA analysis of the 38 ears from the 4 families grown in 2012 (Table 2) produced a p-value of 0.0008, indicating that there was a significant difference in kernel color between the families grown in 2012. Further analysis using Tukey's HSD showed that the R-sc:86-17pale Lightest vs. R-sc:86-17pale Darkest, R-sc:86-17pale Lightest vs R-sc:86-17pale Medium Light, and R-sc:86-17pale Medium Light vs. R-sc:86-17pale Darkest kernel color families each had significant differences with each other, but no significant difference was detected between the R-sc:86-17pale Lightest to R-sc:86-17pale Medium Light and R-sc:86-17pale Medium Dark subfamilies (Table 4, Figure 16).

2014 samples:

ANOVA analysis of the 81 ears from the 7 families grown in 2014 (Table 2) produced a p-value of $<2 \times 10^{-13}$, indicating that there was a significant difference between families grown in 2014. Further analysis of the subfamilies and the no-color control using Tukey's HSD showed that there was not a significant difference between the R-sc:86-17pale Medium Light and R-sc:86-17pale Medium Dark families, nor between the R-sc:86-17pale Lightest families and r-g:Δ902. Tukey's HSD did show that there was a significant difference between R-sc:86-17pale Lightest vs. R-sc:86-17pale Medium Light, R-sc:86-17pale Lightest vs. R-sc:86-17pale Medium Dark, R-sc:86-17pale Lightest vs. R-sc:86-17pale Darkest, R-sc:86-17pale vs. R-sc:124, R-sc:86-17pale Medium Light vs. R-sc:86-17pale Darkest, R-sc:86-17pale Medium Light vs. R-sc:124,
Discussion:

In order to determine whether there was a quantifiable difference between the selected subfamilies based on light reflectometry, analysis was performed to determine if the kernel color differences conflicted with the differences expected from habituation. Because environmental effects on the kernel color vary by year and time of year, direct analyses between families grown in different years not possible as a direct comparison across years. This comparison required full color (R-sc:124) and no color control families (r-g:Δ902) where possible in each year because both controls did not produce sufficient ears each year, which did not allow normalization of the sample set to deal with year-to-year effects (Table 1). The environmental effects that can affect the kernel color include annual differences in temperature, total light levels, rainfall amounts and timing, soil fertility, fertilizer levels, humidity and growth during plant and seed development and growth (W. Eggleston, pers. comm.). Soil nutrients affect plant growth, and although efforts were taken to ensure that fertilizer was evenly spread, the equipment used did not apply consistent fertilizer throughout the field, which also affect between year variations. Harvesting time also varied from year to year, as a function of weather. This variation in harvesting means that there were different amounts of time for seed maturation and drying on the stalk, which can have a minor effect on both kernel color, and on kernel count (Dos Santos et al. 2005).
Comparison of kernel color within years has the effect of minimizing environmental effects, because all of the kernels from that year that were planted at the same time have undergone approximately the same amount of heat, light, and environmental stresses. All samples in each line were tested for normal distribution using the Shapiro-Wilk test, and of the families tested in 2011, 2012, and 2014, only three had non-normal distribution, in all three cases due to single outliers rather than due to multi-modal distribution (Table 2). The appearance of outliers is consistent with the kernel color variations that occur due to the loss of canalization and the habituation of the subfamilies, but is also consistent with the light-inducible nature of \textit{rl} gene, as some of the variation may be due to different ears and parts of ears receiving varying levels of light, which would cause increased levels of kernel pigmentation and variation. This generally normal distribution is also consistent with the color selection process that discourages bimodal distribution through hand selection of the desired kernel color for each subline prior to planting.

The ANOVA analysis of the samples from each of the three years tested showed significant differences between sample families in a given year, with varying levels of significance (2011= $<2 \times 10^{-16}$, 2012=0.0008, and 2014= $<2 \times 10^{-13}$), indicating that there are real color differences between the subfamilies and the progenitor line, but not indicating which families are different. In order to examine differences between individual families in each year, Tukey's HSD analysis was performed to reduce the type 1 error rate (increased false positive rate) that would be caused by pairwise ANOVA. Tukey's HSD showed that two of the three of the 2011 families were significantly different from each other, but showed that the 2012 families were not all significantly different from each
other, nor were the 2014 families entirely significantly different from the other families of their respective years. The three 2011 families showed that there was significant differences between all three families, but that the largest difference was between the \textit{R\text{-}sc:86-17pale} Lightest and the \textit{R\text{-}sc:86-17pale} Darkest of the habituated subfamilies, as expected from visual examination of the subfamilies (Table 3, Figure 8). The 2012 families had significant differences between several of the families, with differences between the \textit{R\text{-}sc:86-17pale} Darkest and the \textit{R\text{-}sc:86-17pale} Lightest, but not between the \textit{R\text{-}sc:86-17pale} Medium Light and \textit{R\text{-}sc:86-17pale} Medium Dark families, as can also be seen in the 2014 results. These differences between the \textit{R\text{-}sc:86-17pale} Lightest and \textit{R\text{-}sc:86-17pale} Darkest families are consistent in all three years tested, which is consistent with the visual observable data of light yellow (\textit{R\text{-}sc:86-17pale} Lightest) and dark purple (\textit{R\text{-}sc:86-17pale} Darkest) being significantly different (Figure 8). This significant difference between the selection sublines indicates that any molecular basis for the kernel color changes is most likely largest between the \textit{R\text{-}sc:86-17pale} Darkest and the \textit{R\text{-}sc:86-17pale} Lightest sublines, suggesting that looking for molecular differences in sequence between the two extremes of the selection sublines may show any sequence differences.

Light reflectometry did not show a statistically significant difference between the \textit{R\text{-}sc:86-17pale} Medium Light and \textit{R\text{-}sc:86-17pale} Medium Dark families in the two years that data could be collected for those families. This lack of significant quantitative difference is not consistent with the visual selection of seed that was used to create the two subfamilies. The lack of difference may be partially explained by the light inducible nature of the kernel color expression, which may introduce a difference in the expression
of the kernel color in the aleurone and the expression level the embryo will produce in the next generation. This could indicate that although light reflectometry can provide qualitative data, it is somewhat different from visual selection for a shade of color, due to the visual selection being based on crown color, while the light reflectometer quantifies light reflectance from all parts of the kernel in an aggregate sample from the entire ear. This reliance of light reflectometry on the aggregate reflectance may not detect the visual differences between the kernel crown colors, as the color differences may be lost in the aggregate color of the rest of the kernel (embryo, sides, crown.)

As shown in the comparison of the \textit{R-sc:86-17pale} Lightest and the \textit{R-sc:86-17pale} Darkest subfamilies, and the methods used to make the subfamilies show, the changes in kernel color are happening more consistently, and at a rate that is far faster than that which is hypothesized by Mendelian genetics (Figure 7, Figure 8). In Mendelian genetics, a mutation rate of approximately 8 in 10,000 is expected, which is a far smaller rate of change than is found in the subfamilies (Stadler 1946) (Figure 8). In addition to the inconsistency in rate of color change between the subfamilies and the rate of change posited to be Mendelian, the reversibility of the kernel color changes also argue against the change being entirely due to Mendelian mutation (Figure 8). The rate of the color changes, and the reversibility of those changes, is more similar to the changes found in habituation, an epigenetic phenomena (Meins & Lutz 1979, Meins 1989). Habituation, or the change in a characteristic over time in response to external stimuli, often happens much faster than can be expected from mutation-based changes, and is not the result of individual genomic mutations driving each phenotypic stepwise change (Meins & Lutz 1979, Largo-Gosens \textit{et al.} 2016, de Castro \textit{et al.} 2017). This pattern of
rapid change over a small number of generations is very similar to that seen in the kernel color changes shown in Figure 8, and is consistent with the idea of a mutation event causing the original color shift in R-sc:86-17pale, not by direct mutation, but rather by the mutation affecting the mechanisms of control of kernel color or an epimutation as described in Chapter 1 (Gage et al. 2017). The idea of the cause of kernel color plasticity being epigenetic in nature is supported by southern blot work that shows that there are epigenetic differences between the lightest, darkest, and parent families in the Sc||ncI gene, as described in Chapter 1 (Figure 10, Table 1). The hypothesis that the selected kernel color variation/change is not based upon individual mutations, but rather upon epigenetic causes.
Chapter Three

DNA sequence comparison at the 3’ end of the $Sc||nc1$ gene between the $R-sc:86-17pale$ Lightest, $R-sc:86-17pale$ Darkest, and $R-sc:86$ lines

**Introduction:**

As found in Chapter 2, the kernel color of the Lightest and the Darkest $R-sc:86-17pale$ sublines are significantly different from each other. Two primary hypothesis can account for these differences, ranging from pure genetic to epigenetic based hypothesis. One of these hypothesis is that the kernel color changes are caused by a series of sequential mutations which effect kernel color. Another hypothesis is that the kernel color is the result of a mutation that is allowing epigenetic effects on kernel color to be observed and altered via selection. Neo-Mendelian genetics proposes that each phenotypic change is the result of a distinct mutation, and an occurrence of 8 mutations per 10,000 kernels is the expected rate of random mutations in the kernel color genes changing kernel color (Stadler 1946). The gene-specific (genic) mutation rate in corn is $\sim$1.32 per 100,000 kernels (Clark 2005, Haberer et al. 2005), and therefore, a phenotypic trait-specific change is expected to take multiple generations to be expressed, isolated, and stabilized in a population and is not quickly reversible due to the mutation needing to be reversed by another mutation (Maroof et al. 2009). The hypothesis of a series of sequential sequence mutations at each step of the phenotypic change having a molecular basis of a distinct mutation has been well documented, but does not fit the results found with the $R-sc:86$ line and the $R-sc:86-17pale$ sublines (Ashman 1960, Chen 1992, Maroof et al. 2009, Averitt et al. 2017) (W. Eggleston, pers. com.). McWhirter’s original selection work using self pollination and selection of multiple light and dark kernels per ear was
based on many kernels diverging in color on each ear, rather than single kernels each
generation, and the ability to reverse the kernel color change within the same number of
generations (Figure 8) (W. Eggleston, pers. com.). The ability to affect phenotypic
change (and to reverse it) at the rate of change demonstrated by the R-sc:86-17pale
sublines, suggests that the changes in kernel phenotype are not the direct result of
multiple separate Mendelian mutations causing each phenotypic change, but rather that
the kernel color changes have another molecular basis, as the rate of change is
significantly higher and is much more consistent than a mutation-based system would be expected to allow (Figure 8). In order to better understand the molecular basis(es) of the progressive kernel color changes, Eggleston (pers. com.) performed test crosses of R-
sc:86-17pale Lightest heterozygous with two different r1 plant color alleles with only
one r1 gene that activated plant color (P gene), but not kernel color (r-r:n19 and ryw)
(Figure 11). Test cross progeny were screened for kernel color changes from the yellow
kernels conditioned by R-sc:86-17 Lightest, r-r:n19 and ryw. Out of approximately
78,000 kernels screened, 17 revertants to full kernel color (R-sc:86 phenotype) were
recovered. No bona Fide intermediate colored kernels were recovered in the screen.
Restriction enzyme map analysis showed that all 11 revertants tested by Southern blot
analysis had a recombination event in or just beyond the 3’ end of the Sc||nc1 gene
(Derkits 2013) (W. Eggleston, pers. com.). The location of these recombination events in
all of the revertants tested indicates that the molecular basis for the phenotypic change is
located in the 3’ end of, or 3’ to the Sc||nc1 gene 8 (Derkits 2013). These recombination
events provide a starting place for sequence analysis of the kernel color variation, both to
attempt to identify the molecular basis and to determine if different mutations at the 3’ end of the \textit{Sc||nc1} gene are affecting the kernel color changes.

**Methods:**

DNA was extracted from crown tissue samples from families from the \textit{R-sc:86-17pale Lightest}, \textit{R-sc:86-17pale Darkest} sublines, and from \textit{R-sc:86} families as detailed in Lindsay and Eggleston (2014). DNA from the original \textit{R-sc:86-17pale} was not available. DNA from the 3’ end of the \textit{Sc||nc1} gene was amplified with Longamp \textit{Taq} DNA polymerase using the Sc7737 and Lc8701 primers to provide specificity to the \textit{Sc||nc1} gene (Figure 9). Amplification was performed by placing the Sc7737 forward primer in the \textit{Sc} region of the \textit{Sc||nc1} gene in a Hybaid Thermal Reactor (Model HBTR1, Thermo Hybaid, Middlesex, UK), with the following reagents, and under the following conditions: 10 mM Tris-HCl, 50 mM KCl, 1.15 mM MgCl$_2$, 0.1 mM dNTPs, 10 ng/ul forward primer, 10 ng/ul reverse primer, 100,000 Units/ul \textit{Taq}, 20 ng/ul Genomic DNA in a total volume of 25 ul. 94°C for 2 minutes, followed by 35 cycles of 94°C for 1 minute, 55°C for 1 minute, 68°C for 5 minutes (Figure 9). PCR reactions were carried out under mineral oil, and the \textit{Taq} DNA polymerase was added in a Hot Start fashion, after the first denaturing step had finished (Figure 9). Following amplification, the amplicon was treated with exoSAP to de-phosphorylate primers and dNTPs and then sequenced at Yale's Keck DNA sequencing facility using the primers listed in Figure 9. Sequencing took place on both backbones using both forward and reverse primers, with a primer spacing of approximately 300 bp, and a target coverage of 3x to 5x to reduce the effect of sequencing errors, such as those caused by \textit{Taq}. Once received from Yale, raw
sequencing reads were trimmed and based called using the UGene sequence analysis program (Okonechinikov et al. 2012). The sequences were then assembled using the CLC 7 sequence assembly program. Sequence contigs for the R-sc:86-17pale Lightest and R-sc:86-17pale Darkest sublines and R-sc:86 were assembled separately with the goal of 5x coverage on each backbone. Once contigs were assembled for the R-sc:86-17pale Lightest, R-sc:86-17pale Darkest, and R-sc:86-17, a consensus sequence was created for each assembly. The consensus sequences were aligned in the CLC7 sequence assembly program and analyzed for sequence homology.

**Results:**

The analysis for homology between the lines from the R-sc:86-17pale Lightest and R-sc:86-17pale Darkest sublines, and the R-sc:86 at the 3’ end of the Sc||nc1 gene showed a consensus sequence with six potential sequence differences in a region spanning 2,970 bases. Within the consensus of the R-sc:86-17pale Lightest and R-sc:86-17pale Darkest sublines, and the R-sc:86 there is an ~12 bp poly T region located in intron 4, starting at base 8,545 of the reference R-Sc124 alignment sequence (M. Alleman & W. Eggleston, pers. comm.). Sequence coverage near this region did not reach the desired 5x coverage. Sequence reads extending past the poly T region on the top strand ranged from 2-4x coverage until the next primer location. Sequence on the bottom strand extending upstream of the poly T region was missing until the next primer location (Figure 18).

Of the six identified potential sequence differences identified when compared to the R-Sc:124 reference sequence, five were in the R-sc:86-17pale Darkest subline, and the other divergence was in the R-sc:86-17pale Lightest subline (}
Sequence analysis indicated that only 2 of the 6 sequence potential differences were located in a coding region, and of the single nucleotide differences found, all were the result of ambiguity in the sequencing results, rather than a distinct difference in sequence from the other phenotypes which would cause a change in the coded amino acid. None of the potential differences were indels indicating no change in sequence length or protein sequence length between the \textit{R-sc:86-17pale} Lightest and \textit{R-sc:86-17pale} Darkest sublines, or the \textit{R-sc:86} line. No confirmed unambiguous sequence differences were identified.

**Discussion:**

Sequencing of the 3’ end of the \textit{Sc||nc1} gene was performed to test for sequence differences between the \textit{R-sc:86} line and the \textit{R-sc:86-17pale} Lightest and \textit{R-sc:86-17pale} Darkest sublines relative to each other and to \textit{R-sc:86}. This sequencing was carried out on the \textit{R-sc:86} line, and was carried out on the \textit{R-sc:86-17pale} Lightest and \textit{R-sc:86-17pale} Darkest sublines in order to test the extremes of the kernel color changes. Were sequence difference to be found, the stepwise progression of kernel color change sublines detailed in Chapter 2 would be tested for sequence changes. Sequence homology between the \textit{R-sc:86-17pale} Lightest and \textit{R-sc:86-17pale} Darkest sublines, and the \textit{R-sc:86} line indicates that there are no unambiguous changes in DNA sequence at the 3’ end of the \textit{Sc||nc1} gene, and that there is no amino acid differences found in the region of the \textit{Sc||nc1} gene sequence between the tested \textit{R-sc:86-17pale} sublines and the \textit{R-sc:86} line. These possible DNA sequence differences are single base differences rather than indels and are not known to affect protein length or RNA transcript length via stop
codons, and would not result in a frame shift or changes to more than one amino acid in the \textit{Sc}||\textit{nc}1 protein. Common to all of the sequences is a 12-13 bp poly-T region, the length of which is ambiguous (\textit{Figure 18}, \textit{Figure 19}, \textit{Figure 20}). Of the 6 individual possible DNA sequence differences in sequence, 4 of the 6 possible differences were found in introns, and would not affect the amino acid sequence (Table 6). These intron based possible DNA sequence differences were found in the \textit{R-sc:86-17pale} Darkest subline, and 3 of the 4 possible differences were differences from a consensus sequence of C, possibly due to a bias in either the PCR amplification due to the \textit{Taq} polymerase used, or in the Sanger sequencing technique used in high GC regions such as that sequenced (Chen \textit{et al.} 2013). These possible differences were not clear cut base calls that were different from the base sequence, but rather were sequence differences where all of the electropherograms did not agree as to the base pair in question. Of the two possible DNA sequence differences in exons, both differences are N base calls, rather than base changes from the overall consensus sequence. These base calls are the result of unclear peak structures in the electropherograms from the Big Dye Sanger sequencing, and show signs of the bias, likely due to an elevated GC content (Ross \textit{et al.} 2013). Because both of the intron differences were called as N, the overall effect of the possible differences in the sequence cannot be known, but as the darkest and the \textit{R-sc:86-17pale} Lightest sublines contain an N in different introns, it is not likely that the two Ns conceal kernel color changing mutations in their respective habituated sublines.

In all three lines the size of the poly T region is ambiguous possibly due to polymerase slippage. The poly T region is estimated to be 12 or 13 bases, but the number
of thymine bases is an estimate based on previous sequencing work (W. Eggleston, pers. com.). The poly T region is similar to the poly A tail found on mRNA which leads to transcription termination via polymerase disengagement (Kielaczawa 2006, Mischo & Proudfoot 2013).

Overall, the homology of these three DNA sequences and the lack of unambiguous differences in the coding regions, as well as a lack of evidence of DNA sequence changes that could change expression patterns provide strong evidence that the kernel color variation shown in chapter 2 is not the result of a DNA sequence difference in the 3’ end of the Sc∥nc1 gene, but suggests another control of kernel color variation, with the molecular basis found in the 3’ end of the Sc∥nc1 gene (Figure 10). Previous work done with Southern blots and a combination of methylation sensitive and insensitive isoschizomers indicates that although not necessarily a cause of the kernel color changes, differences in methylation are present at the 3’ end of the Sc∥Nc1 gene, and may yield more in-depth information if examined with sodium bisulfite sequencing.
Chapter 4

Analysis and comparison of DNA methylation patterns at the 3’ end of the $Sc||nc1$ gene between the $R-sc:86-17pale$ Lightest, $R-sc:86-17pale$ Darkest, and $R-sc:86$ lines

**Introduction:**

As shown in Chapters 2 and 3, the kernel color of the $R-sc:86-17pale$ sublines are significantly different from each other, and have no un-ambiguous DNA sequence differences at the 3’ end of the $Sc||nc1$ gene. W. Eggleston (pers. comm.) showed that recombination in the 3’ end of the $Sc||nc1$ gene causes a reversion in the kernel color, indicating that the 3’ end of the $Sc\nnc1$ gene is important for expression of the kernel color. Southern blot analysis using a combination of methylation sensitive and insensitive restriction enzymes indicates the there is a methylation difference between the $R-sc:86$ line and the $R-sc:86-17pale$ selection sublines at the 3’ end of the $Sc||nc1$ and $Nc2$, and $Nc3$ genes (Figure 10) (W. Eggleston, pers. comm.). Methylation in the $R-sc:86-17pale$ Darkest and $R-sc:86-17pale$ Lightest sublines was examined to determine if the extremes of kernel color showed methylation differences prior to an examination of the stepwise progression for methylation differences in all of the different kernel color changes in the $R-sc:86-17pale$ selection sublines. This was examined in more detail using sodium bisulfite based conversion of genomic DNA from kernel crowns, followed by DNA sequencing analysis of the gene region in question in order to determine the extent of the methylation differences between the $R-sc:86-17pale$ Lightest and $R-sc:86-17pale$ Darkest sublines, and to test for methylation differences, and if found whether they are correlated with the kernel color changes in the $R-sc:86-17pale$ sublines.
Methods:

Genomic DNA for the R-sc:86 parent line, the R-sc:86-17pale Lightest and the R-sc:86-17pale Darkest sublines was extracted from kernel crowns as described in Chapter 3, from maize plants grown as described in Chapter 2 (Lindsay and Eggleston 2014). Two hundred and thirty eight samples from 2014 were treated with sodium bisulfite to convert unmethylated cytosines to thymines using the QiagenEpitect kit, of which five samples were successfully converted (Gaithersburg, MD). The sodium bisulfite-treated DNAs were used to perform nested PCR, with degenerate primers as shown in Figure 21 and Table 7. Nested PCR was performed with 21 different combinations of outer and then inner nests to allow for amplification of the sodium bisulfite treated DNA, of which 3 combinations worked (Figure 21). All outer nests had a forward primer in the Sc-specific region of the Sc||nc1 gene, to ensure that the PCR product came from Sc||nc1, instead of from Sc\|nc1, Nc2, and Nc3 simultaneously. The initial successful outer nest was performed with primers Bs47666M and Bs2Lc6237r, under the following conditions, 10 mM Tris-HCl, 50 mM KCl, 1.15 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM dNTPs, 10 ng/ul forward primer, 10 ng/ul reverse primer, 100,000 Units/ul Taq, 20 ng/ul Genomic DNA, with a total volume of 25 ul in a Biorad T100 thermal cycler (Irvine, CA); denaturation for 30 seconds at 95°C, followed by 40 cycles of 95°C for 30 seconds, 53°C for 45 seconds, and 72°C for 1 minute, followed by a 10 minute final elongation at 72°C. One microliter of the outer nest PCR reaction was used as starting material for the successful inner nest, which was performed with primers Bs47666m and Bs2Sc8045r under the following conditions, 10 mM Tris-HCl, 50 mM KCl, 1.15 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM dNTPs, 10 ng/ul
forward primer, 10 ng/ul reverse primer, 100,000 Units/ul Taq, with a total volume of 25 ul in a Biorad T100 thermal cycler (Irvine, CA); denaturation for 30 seconds at 95°C, followed by 40 cycles of 95°C for 30 seconds, 69°C for 45 seconds, and 72°C for 1 minute, followed by a 10 minute final elongation at 72°C. Amplicons were size fractionated using gel electrophoresis as described in Lindsay and Eggleton (2014), and were cut out of 2% Low Melting Point Agarose gel for purification using the Qiagen Qiaquick Gel Purification kit (Gaithersburg, MD). The purified amplicon was sent to Yale’s Keck DNA Sequencing lab for sequencing as in Chapter 3. A later attempt to amplify the sodium bisulfite treated DNA used a different set of parameters and primers. The outer nest used the Bs47527 and Bs2Sc8144r primers under the following conditions, 10 mM Tris-HCl, 50 mM KCl, 1.15 mM MgCl₂, 0.1 mM dNTPs, 10 ng/ul forward primer, 10 ng/ul reverse primer, 100,000 Units/ul Taq, 20 ng/ul Genomic DNA, and a total volume of 25 ul in a Biorad T100 thermal cycler (Irving, CA); denaturation for 30 seconds at 95°C, followed by 40 cycles of 95°C for 30 seconds, 50°C for 45 seconds, and 72°C for 1 minute, followed by a ten minute final elongation at 72°C. One microliter of the outer nest PCR reaction was used as starting material for the inner nest, which was carried out with primers Bs47666m and Bs2Sc8045r under the following conditions, 10 mM Tris-HCl, 50 mM KCl, 1.15 mM MgCl₂, 0.1 mM dNTPs, 10 ng/ul forward primer, 10 ng/ul reverse primer, 100,000 Units/ul Taq, with a total volume of 25 ul in a Biorad T100 thermal cycler (Irving, CA); denaturation for 30 seconds at 95°C, followed by 40 cycles of 95°C for 30 seconds, 65°C for 45 seconds, and 72°C for 1 minute, followed by a 10 minute final elongation at 72°C. The amplicon was purified.
with the Qiaquick Gel Extraction kit as before, and the purified amplicon was sent to Yale’s Keck DNA Sequencing lab for sequencing (Gaithersburg, MD).

Sequences were first trimmed using the UGene sequence analysis program, and then analyzed by aligning the sequences to the reference sequence in the CLC 7 program as in Chapter 3 (Okonechinikov et al. 2012). The guanine sites in the reference sequence were tabulated, and using a common reference point in the sequences, the electropherographs were examined for full or partial methylation at each potential methylation site in UGene. Methylation status was determined by measuring the adenine and guanine peak heights with a ruler on the screen in each electropherograph after raising the highest peak to a height of 10 cm, and percentage methylation was determined by the relative ratio of peak heights, with the basal peak noise removed where appropriate by subtracting the basal peak noise height from the Adenine and Guanine peak heights.

**Results:**

The analysis for cytosine methylation of the *R-sc:86, R-sc:86-17pale* Lightest, and the *R-sc:86-17pale* Darkest sublines has 74 DNA cytosines in the region sequenced, with 42 sites on the top strand, and 32 on the bottom strand; three CG sites, four CHG sites, and 25 CHH sites (H can be Adenine, Cytosine, or Thymine) were present on the bottom strand. Eleven CG sites, 22 CHH sites, and 9 CHG sites were present on the top strand. Of the sites present on the bottom strand, 20 of the 32 cytosine sites were fully methylated in all samples tested, with the remaining 12 cytosine sites being either partially or not methylated (}
Table 8). The fully methylated cytosine sites are two of the three CG sites, 14 of the 25 CHH sites, and all four of the CHG methylation sites (Error! Reference source not found.). The third CG site is fully unmethylated, as are two of the CHH sites. The remaining 11 CHH sites are partially unmethylated, with most sites being at approximately the same levels of methylation across samples tested. Four sites had different methylation in the different samples tested. The R-sc:86 sample had three methylation sites (7759, 7823, & 7835) that showed a difference in methylation between the R-sc:86-17pale Lightest and R-sc:86-17pale Darkest sublines. Methylation sites 7759 and 7835 are fully unmethylated in the R-sc:86 sequence, but are fully methylated in the R-sc:86-17pale sublines. Methylation site 7823 is completely unmethylated in the R-sc:86 line, but partially methylated in the R-sc:86-17pale sublines. Two other methylation sites that show differences between the R-sc:86-17pale Lightest and Darkest R-sc:86-17pale sublines are at position 7787 and 7886. Methylation site 7787 is partially methylated in one of the R-sc:86-17pale Lightest lines, but has full methylation in the R-sc:86-17pale Darkest subline and the R-sc:86 lines. Methylation site 7886 shows 10% methylation in the R-sc:86-17pale Darkest line, but has full methylation in the R-sc:86-17pale Lightest line.

Methylation analysis of the R-sc:86, R-sc:86-17pale Lightest, and the R-sc:86-17pale Darkest sublines on the top strand had 42 possible methylation sites, and all 42 of the possible sites in all three of the unique sequence contexts show full methylation, with no variation between sequences or between the R-sc:86 line, the R-sc:86-17pale Lightest subline, and the R-sc:86-17pale Darkest subline.
Discussion:

As was shown by the previous Southern blot work with methylation sensitive restriction enzymes, sodium bisulfite sequencing has shown that there are differences in methylation status between the R-sc:86 line and the R-sc:86-17pale Lightest and Darkest sublines (W. Eggleston, pers. com.) (Table 1) (Figure 10). There are insufficient sodium bisulfite treated samples for the methylation differences to be statistically analyzed, but the evidence is consistent with the evidence that there are differences in methylation patterns of the bottom DNA strand between the R-sc:86 line and the R-sc:86-17pale Lightest and Darkest sublines, and that there are methylation differences between the R-sc:86-17pale Lightest and R-sc:86-17pale Darkest sublines. R-sc:86 and the R-sc:86-17pale Lightest and the R-sc:86-17pale Darkest sublines have at least two differences between each, as well as a difference in methylation at site 7886, which is directly adjacent to a EcoRII/BstN1 recognition site, and is the base downstream of the cleavage site (Figure 21). The R-sc:86-17pale Lightest subline and the R-sc:86 line are both fully methylated at the 7886 site, while the R-sc:86-17pale Darkest subline is ~10% methylated at the site, which may have an effect on the cutting efficiency of the methylation sensitive restriction enzyme EcoRII when compared to the fully methylated R-sc:86-17pale Lightest subline, which may help explain the pattern shown by the Southern blots of more methylation being present in the R-sc:86-17pale subline than in the R-sc:86-17pale Lightest line (Table 1) (Figure 10).
While there are individual methylation sites that are consistent with methylation differences between \textit{R-sc:86-17} and the \textit{R-sc:86-17pale} Lightest and \textit{R-sc:86-17pale} Darkest sublines, the overall pattern of methylation suggested by the data differs from the published methylation patterns. Bewick and Schmitz (2017) have shown that the level of methylation in the gene bodies in most plants is relatively low, and this pattern of low intra-genic methylation has also been reported in work on maize in a W22 genetic background (Springer \textit{et al.} 2018, Han \textit{et al.} 2018). The pattern of low methylation in the gene body is not uniform across the three types of methylation contexts examined. Springer \textit{et al.} (2018) found that the CG methylation levels in genes are at about 50\% methylated, while intragenic CHG methylation sites are about 20\% methylated, and CHH methylation was a uniform 10\% methylation in the gene body. This published data stands in contrast to the data collected for the \textit{R-sc:86} and the \textit{R-sc:86-17pale} Lightest and \textit{R-sc:86-17pale} Darkest sublines, as the methylation levels for CG, CHG, and CHH appear to be much higher than the published results (Table 1, Table 8) (Hsu 2017). The CG methylation levels in the three sites present in the sequence are at 90\% methylation, while the four CHG sites are all fully methylated instead of the expected methylation rate of 20\% (Table 9). The 25 CHH sites are \~90\% methylated, which is higher than the expected methylation rate of 10\%.

In contrast, the all of the sites on the top strand are fully methylated in the \textit{R-sc:86} line, the \textit{R-sc:86-17pale} Lightest subline, and the \textit{R-sc:86-17pale} Darkest subline. The top strand is not transcribed, and the complete methylation is in contrast to the published results, which do not show a difference between methylation on different strands. This contrast in methylation status between the lines tested on the top strand, and the
published data indicates that the complete methylation is not common, and may be worth further investigation.

These methylation differences are not conclusive for a number of reasons, including small sample size and possible primer induced amplification bias, but the results do provide enough evidence to encourage further study.
Chapter 5

Conclusions on quantifying the kernel color changes, sequencing the 3’ end of the Sc||nc1 kernel color gene, and sodium bisulfite-based sequencing of a region in the 3’ end of the Sc||nc1 gene

Introduction:

In order to determine if the kernel color changes in the R-sc:86-17pale selection sublines are epigenetic in nature, characterization of the kernel color of R-sc:86 and the R-sc:86-17pale selection sublines, DNA sequencing analysis of the 3’ end of the Sc||nc1 gene for comparison between R-sc:86, the R-sc:86-7pale Lightest, and R-sc:86-17pale Darkest sublines, and the characterization of DNA cytosine methylation in a part of the same sequences has focused on better understanding the molecular changes associated with the kernel color changes seen in the R-sc:86-17 selection sublines (Figure 26).

Quantitative analysis of the kernel color changes in the R-sc:86 line and in R-sc:86-17pale selection sublines

Characterization of the kernel color changes show that there are significant differences in kernel color between the Rsc:86-17pale selection sublines, R-sc:86, and the full-color and no-color controls. These significant differences indicates that the visually different colors in the R-sc:86-17pale selection sublines can be quantified and shown to be quantitative, rather than qualitative differences. While the method of quantification used, light reflectometry, is the published standard for quantification of kernel color, there were some challenges with using light reflectometry to distinguish the color density of some of the R-sc:86-17pale selection sublines that could be distinguished visually (Stadler 1946, dos Santos 2005). Light reflectometry was not able to distinguish
the difference between four of the selection sublines, which may be attributable to several different causes (Figure 15, Figure 16, Figure 17). One of the likely causes is the effect of the heat on the kernel color and on the pericarp color (W. Eggleston, pers. comm.). Another factor which contributes to the problems with quantification of kernel color is the kernel shape. When kernels develop in a temperate climate, they are often shaped more uniformly, and more of the top and upper sides of the kernels are read by the light reflectometer (Monjardino et al. 2006). However, when kernels develop in a warmer climate, they can develop a more irregular shape, which can change the proportion of kernel tissue types the reflectometer reads. (Figure 14). The kernel shape is also heavily affected by the completeness of pollination, which can be adversely affected by excessive heat during pollination (>95°C). A third potential cause of the lack of significant quantifiable kernel color difference is that the visual inspection of the ears is usually carried out with unshelled ears, which only shows the crown tissue, rather than the all around view of tissue types that is reflected in the sample cup for light reflectometry. A fourth cause of the lack of significant quantifiable kernel color difference between visual inspection and the quantification of light reflectometry may be the nature of light reflectometry, wherein the reflectometer can quantify color density, but cannot differentiate between samples with a similar color, but have visually discernable color differences. This may be observed in comparing kernels from the R-sc:86-17pale Medium light and R-sc:86-17pale Medium dark sublines (Figure 15, Figure 16, Figure 17). Light reflectometry is a significantly more reproducible and bias free method of producing quantifiable results than alternative methods, but is less sensitive than eye in distinguishing mid range colors from each other. Light reflectometry yields useable
results that indicate that there are significant differences between the R-sc:86-17pale selection sublines.

**DNA sequencing of the 3’ end of the Sc||nc1 gene in the R-sc:86 line, the R-sc:86-17pale Lightest, and the R-sc:86-17pale Darkest sublines**

DNA sequence analysis of the 3’ end of the Sc||nc1 gene has shown that the sequence is indistinguishable between the R-sc:86 line, R-sc:86-17pale Lightest, and R-sc:86-17pale Darkest sublines at the depth of sequence analysis completed in the 3’ end of the Sc||nc1 gene suggested by recombination studies to be associated with the kernel color change (W. Eggleston, pers. comm.), indicating that the kernel color change is not the result of sequential DNA sequence mutations in the 3’ end of the Sc||nc1 gene. This region was identified as being a region where recombination in R-sc:86-17pale selection sublines could cause kernel color reversion to the R-sc:86 black kernel color, and was therefore a region presumed to be involved in the molecular basis of the kernel color change (W. Eggleston, pers. comm.) (Dietrich 1993, Okagaki et al. 2018). Suppression of recombination by high levels of methylation in this area and in the highly repetitive flanking regions could have had some effect on the frequency of the recombination events as noted by Okagaki et al. (2018), but sufficient kernels with reversion to the R-sc:86 kernel color were found to map the recombination points to in or just beyond the 3’ end of the Sc||nc1 gene (W. Eggleston, pers. comm). The R-sc:86 sequence and the R-sc:86-17pale Lightest and R-sc:86-17pale Darkest sequences do not have 5X coverage in the entire region sequenced, but there is enough coverage to show that there is no unambiguous sequence difference between the R-sc:86 line and the R-sc:86-17pale
Lightest and *R-sc:86-17pale* Darkest sublines. This lack of unambiguous differences between the sequences analyzed suggests that the molecular basis for the kernel color changes, which was localized to in or just beyond the 3’ end or beyond the 3’ end of the *Sc||nc1* gene sequenced, is epigenetic in nature, rather than being the result of sequence changes.

**Analysis of DNA cytosine methylation sites in a region of the 3’ end of the *Sc||nc1* gene**

The work performed by W. Eggleston (pers. comm.) with methylation sensitive restriction enzymes showed that there are DNA cytosine methylation differences (CG and CHG) between the *R-sc:86* line and the *R-sc:86-17pale* Lightest and *R-sc:86-17pale* Darkest sublines in the 3’ end of the *Sc||nc1, Nc2*, and *Nc3* in both diploid juvenile plant tissue and in triploid immature crown tissue. Specifically, there is an inverse correlation between kernel color and DNA cytosine methylation at the 3’ end of *Sc||nc1, Nc2*, and *Nc3*, which stands in contrast to the published work that describes the more common 5’ DNA cytosine methylation of a gene being inversely correlated with gene expression, and does not show methylation differences at the 3’ end of genes (West *et al.* 2014, Bewick and Schmitz 2017). Similar DNA cytosine methylation differences in the 5’ end of genes have been shown to be correlated with differences in protein expression levels in maize, however, differences in methylation at the 5’ end of *Sc||nc1* was very low in all *Rsc:86-17pale* sublines tested, and did not correlate with kernel color (Turco *et al.* 2017). The published data suggests that the differences in DNA cytosine methylation levels found between the *R-sc:86* line and the *R-sc:86-17-pale* Lightest and *R-sc:86-17pale* Darkest
sublines at the 3’ end of the Sc||nc1 gene may be associated with the kernel color differences (Turco et al. 2017). The Southern blot analyse provides a gene wide view of the DNA cytosine methylation status in the Sc||nc1, Nc2, and Nc3 genes, but it is limited by the availability of methylation sensitive restriction enzymes with different recognition sites in the 3’ end of the Sc||nc1 gene, which are present at a low density (Figure 10, Table 1) (Helentjaris 1986). To obtain more detailed DNA cytosine methylation data from aleurone tissue where the Sc||nc1 gene is expressed, sodium bisulfite treatment of the genomic DNA from crown tissue samples, followed by PCR amplification and sequencing was used to analyze base wise DNA cytosine methylation status for the region sequenced (Hsu 2013). The sodium bisulfite-based sequencing provided some DNA cytosine methylation information, but not enough to draw statistically significant conclusions about DNA cytosine methylation levels or differences, due to a low number of working samples and the short region sequenced. This low number of working samples may be due to either incomplete conversion or tissue samples that were insufficiently enriched for aleurone tissue, and does not have sufficient coverage (3x-5x) to reduce the chance of Taq polymerase errors causing differences in sequence. However, the sodium bisulfite sequencing results that were collected do support and extend the Southern blot data which shows DNA cytosine methylation differences between the R-sc:86 line and the R-sc:86-17pale Lightest and R-sc:86-17pale Darkest sublines (Figure 10, Table 8). In the region sequenced, there is a EcoRII/BstN1 recognition site, but the site (7884,
Table 8) shows no difference in DNA cytosine methylation between the R-sc:86 line, the R-sc:86-17pale Lightest subline, and the R-sc:86-17pale Darkest sublines. However, as can be seen at site 7886, there is a potential difference in DNA cytosine methylation status between the R-sc:86-17pale Darkest subline and the R-sc:86-17pale Lightest subline, as well as the R-sc:86 line (Table 8). New England Bio’s published data on the DNA cytosine methylation sensitivity of the EcoRII restriction site states that the restriction enzyme is sensitive to DNA cytosine methylation within the restriction site, but had no information as to DNA cytosine methylation adjacent to the restriction site affecting the restriction enzyme, despite the enzyme cutting at the edges of the recognition site. This possible difference between the DNA cytosine methylation levels at site 7886 between the R-sc:86-17pale Darkest subline and the R-sc:86-17pale Lightest subline, as well as the R-sc:86 line may be affecting the restriction digestion efficiency and could explain part of the difference in DNA cytosine methylation shown by Southern blotting (Table 8) (Figure 10). The DNA cytosine methylation results suggest that the DNA cytosine methylation levels in the bottom strand of the R-sc:86 line and the R-sc:86-17pale Lightest and R-sc:86-17pale Darkest sublines may be much higher than the published works have shown, on both the transcription (coding) strand, and on the complementary strand (Bewick and Schmitz 2017, Springer 2018). The DNA cytosine methylation data also suggests that a higher level of tissue-specific CHH methylation (~70%) is present in the coding strand, and full methylation is present at all sites on the complementary strand, rather than the 10-30% CHH methylation level that is expected in the gene body (Han et al. 2018). The CHG methylation sites tested are fully methylated,
which is in contrast to the expected methylation levels of ~20% CHG methylation in the
gene body (Springer et al. 2018, Eichten 2011). The three CG methylation sites present
are ~70% methylated, differing from the ~50% methylation rate found by Bewick and
Schmitz (2017). The complete methylation of the 11 CG site, 22 CHH sites, and 9 CHG
sites present in the top strand also differs from the published data, which does not
differentiate between methylation of the transcribed strand and the complementary (top)
strand. This difference is not minor, and is worth further invetigation. The CG and CHG
methylation frequencies found here differs from the published rates, but due to the very
small number of sites samples tested, the differences in methylation rates found here may
be due to sampling bias of the sites, the small number of samples, or the increased sample
noise in bisulfite sequencing (Ross 2013, Mach 2013, Hsu 2013). Some of the difference
in the overall methylation levels may also be due to the method used for measuring the
partial methylation, which by using a peak height ratio is not as inherently accurate as a
measurement system based on volume under the peaks. CHH methylation in the R-sc:86
line, the R-sc:86-17pale Lightest, and the R-sc:86-17pale Darkest subline has 27 sites,
but with the small number of total sequences available, the methylation data is merely
suggestive of differences from the published data. This difference in CHH, CG, and
CHG methylation rates when compared to the published methylation data suggests that
differences in the genic methylation rate and the complementary strand methylation may
play a role in expression of the Sc||nc1 gene, and should be further studied (Han et al.
2018, Eichten et al., 2011).
Examining possible molecular bases of the kernel color change in the *R-sc:86-17pale* selection sublines

Despite the problems encountered, there is sufficient data to examine several different hypothesis regarding the molecular basis of the kernel color changes in the *R-sc:86-17pale* selection lines. The initial hypothesis for a change in phenotypic expression from *R-sc:86* to *R-sc:86-17pale* expression was a sequence mutation, which most likely was the cause of the initial mutation from the *R-sc:86* line to the *R-sc:86-17pale* subline. However, the behavior of the kernels in successive generations after the initial mutation is abnormal when considered from the perspective of a mutation causing each of the kernel color changes. The hypothesis that progressive kernel color changes result from a series of sequence mutations would require an improbable number and frequency of consecutive mutations to cause the stepwise changes in kernel color shown by K. McWhirtter and W. Eggleston (pers. comm.) (Figure 8). The speed of kernel color change, the consistency of the changes, the reversibility of the kernel color changes with selection, and the lack of sequence differences in the region found to be critical to the kernel color change all argue against the idea that the molecular basis of the kernel color changes are based on an ongoing series of sequential mutations (Meins and Lutz 1979). Another possible explanation that is related to source of *R-sc:86* is the idea that the kernel color changes in the *R-sc:86-17pale* sublines may be caused by transposable elements (TEs) in and around the *Sc||nc1* gene (Weil and Martienssen 2008). As described in Chapter one, TEs were an integral part of the expression pattern of *R-stippled*, and are present in the *Nc2* and *Nc3* genes of the *R-sc:86* line, knocking out expression of the *Nc2* and *Nc3* genes (Table 1) (Figure 7) (W. Eggleston, pers. com.) (Alleman and Kermicle
However, the hypothesis of TEs being the underlying molecular basis for the kernel color changes in the \textit{R-sc:86-17pale} sublines has several problems; the differences in expression of the kernel color would require a very high level of insertions, deletions, or changes in the TEs themselves. The recombination mapping performed by W. Eggleston (pers. comm.) shows that recombination in the 3` end of the second intron of the \textit{Sc||nc1} gene occurred in all of the all 11 revertants to full color tested, identifying the 3` end of the second intron of the \textit{Sc||nc1} gene being necessary for the continuum of the kernel color changes (Derkits 2013). With the sequencing results of the 3` end of the intron of the \textit{Sc||nc1} gene showing that \textit{R-sc:86}, \textit{R-sc:86-17pale Lightest}, and \textit{R-sc:86-17pale Darkest} having identical sequences in the area found to be of interest, TEs causing the kernel color change are not a viable explanation of the molecular basis for the kernel color changes. Likewise the possible idea of a distant mutation or series of mutations being the molecular basis for phenotypic changes, as was found to be the case for the \textit{B} locus (Arteaga-Vazquez & Chandler 2010). The recombination mapping that found only the lightest kernel color or the full color revertants that had a recombination event at the 3` end of the \textit{Sc||nc1} gene argues against both a series of affectors of kernel color, and against a single distant affector of kernel color (Stinard, Kermicle, and Sach 2008). A related hypothesis for the molecular basis of the kernel color change is that RNAi is affecting the expression levels of the \textit{Sc||nc1} gene (McGinnis \textit{et al.} 2007). This hypothesis cannot currently be proven or disproven for several reasons, as the generational testing for this hypothesis has some problems due to the non-viability of maize with the \textit{mop1-} and \textit{rmr6-} past three generations. W. Eggleston (pers. comm.) performed several sets of crosses that knocked out or down the expression of genes
critical for the expression and function of RNAi in maize, and found that \textit{R-sc:86-17pale Lightest} in combination with the \textit{mop1-} and \textit{rmr6-} crosses did not show a significant change in kernel color, but did show slight increases in kernel mottling in the second and third generations (Figure 12). While it is possible that the RNAi effects may not have been removed in the three generations after inclusion with the \textit{mop1-} and \textit{rmr6-} mutations, the lack of kernel color change when RNAi regulatory mechanisms were removed is strong evidence that the molecular basis of the kernel color changes is not entirely RNAi based (Woodhouse 2006). Related to the use of \textit{mop1-} and \textit{rmr6-} is the hypothesis that paramutation is a possible molecular basis for the kernel color change (Erhard & Hollick 2011).

Also epigenetic in nature is the hypothesis that the molecular basis of the kernel color change is habituation, or heritable changes in expression in response to environmental pressure that are not based in sequence changes. As Meins and Lutz (1979) showed with tissue cultured tobacco cells, habituation does not rely on genetic change to cause phenotypic changes. This is supported by the work of Leroy \textit{et al.} (2017), who showed in \textit{Arabidopsis} that methylation may be connected with canalization states and changes in phenotypic expression. The sequencing results are evidence that there is not a sequence difference between the \textit{R-sc:86} line, the \textit{R-sc:86-17pale Lightest}, and the \textit{R-sc:86-17pale Darkest} sublines, and the restriction digestion mapping and bisulfite sequencing suggest that the molecular basis of the kernel color is epigenetic in nature. The work presented here is not conclusive, but the sequencing and DNA cytosine methylation data are evidence in support of epigenetic differences, and that the epigenetic differences are associated with the kernel color changes (Figure 26).
Future Directions and Relevance

The results of this project are not conclusive, but the results do suggest that the molecular basis for the kernel color changes is epigenetic in nature, supporting earlier work by W. Eggleston (pers. comm.). Further work on this system could yield more information and conclusive results, but will need more work for the methylation data to become clearer, and will need to use newer methods of inquiry to address such epigenetic mechanisms as histone and chromatin methylation than were available at the beginning of the project (as reviewed in Bewick et al. 2017). While more work using the current sodium bisulfite treatment, PCR, and sequencing methods do have the potential to contribute further, the methods do not yield data consistently, and have problems with reproducibility in terms of bisulfite treatment success. The implications of this are that the current methods can be used to collect more data, but the samples used will require a significant investment both of time and of further materials cost in order to collect further data (Henderson, et al. 2010). This inconsistency may be reduced by the use of DNA samples extracted (peeled) solely from aluerone tissue, which is difficult to isolate, but may provide a sample without any trace starch that may be interfering with the bisulfite conversion. However, two alternative methodologies exist that hold promise for future study of the methylation patterns of the R-sc:86 line, the R-sc:86-17pale Lightest subline, and the R-sc:86-17pale Darkest subline. One is Whole Genome Bisulfite Sequencing (WGBS), which has been used successfully for creating methylomes of maize, and may be useful for methylome analysis, but has the downside of requiring large amounts of sequencing to get incomplete coverage of the genome, and of using a selection of
methylation sites, rather than examining all of the methylation sites (Springer 2018). Another option is the use of the MinIon sequencing system, which would allow the sequencing of large portions of the genome, but requires DNA samples that have a higher purity than are currently available, and is not currently as accurate as Sanger sequencing, requiring a large number of sequencing reads for accuracy (Tyler 2018). As the cost of sequencing continues to decrease, the use of such techniques as the MinIon sequencing system will become more viable, and will make the continuation of this project possible. Another option that was not available when the project was started are more accurate methods that can be used to examine the chromatin and histones in the region of interest. These increasing functionality of these new techniques make not just further research into this project more viable, they also make it possible to further apply the study of epigenetics to crop research, and to reduce the developmental time frame for development of new plant varieties (Kuchel et al. 2005, Yeu 2014, Teh et al. 2017).
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### Table 1. Origin, Structure, and Methylation of Select r1 Haplotypes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Allele</th>
<th>Parent</th>
<th>Haplotypes</th>
<th>3' end Methylation of r1 genes (CG)</th>
<th>3' end Methylation of r1 genes (CNG)</th>
<th>Kernel Color</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>r-g:Δ902</td>
<td>R-sc:N1-575-1/r-r:n46</td>
<td>No r1 groups</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>colorless</td>
<td>(Kermicle 1985; Alleman and Kermicle 1993)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-stippled</td>
<td>Land race</td>
<td>Sc Nc1 Nc2 Nc3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(spotted)</td>
<td>(Eggleston et al. 1995)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-sc:86</td>
<td>R-stippled</td>
<td>Sc</td>
<td></td>
<td>nc1 Nc2 Nc3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-sc:86-17pale</td>
<td>R-sc:86</td>
<td>Sc</td>
<td></td>
<td>nc1 Nc2 Nc3</td>
<td>++</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-sc:86-17pale</td>
<td>R-sc:86</td>
<td>Sc</td>
<td></td>
<td>nc1 Nc2 Nc3</td>
<td>++++</td>
<td>++++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLLLLL (lightest)</td>
<td>R-sc:86-17pale</td>
<td>Sc</td>
<td></td>
<td>nc1 Nc2 Nc3</td>
<td>++++</td>
<td>++++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDDDDD (darkest)</td>
<td>R-sc:86-17pale</td>
<td>Sc</td>
<td></td>
<td>nc1 Nc2 Nc3</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-sc:124</td>
<td>R-stippled / r-g</td>
<td>Sc</td>
<td></td>
<td>nc3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All alleles are in maize W22 inbred line. Methylation status determined by Southern blot analysis of methylation patterns (W. Eggleston pers. comm.) (Figure 10).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Planting delay</th>
<th>Alleles and Epitypes</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Shapiro-Wilk</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2011-076</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$R_{-sc}:86$</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.1021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011-077</td>
<td>21 days</td>
<td>$R_{-sc}:86$</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.6807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011-078</td>
<td>0 days</td>
<td>$R_{-sc}:86-17$: pale Darkest</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.1804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011-079</td>
<td>21 days</td>
<td>$R_{-sc}:86-17$: pale Darkest</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.1795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011-080</td>
<td>0 days</td>
<td>$R_{-sc}:86-17$: pale Lightest</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.03741*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011-081</td>
<td>21 days</td>
<td>$R_{-sc}:86-17$: pale Lightest</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.04086*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012-104</td>
<td>0 days</td>
<td>$R_{-sc}:86-17$: pale Med-Light</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.3979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012-105</td>
<td>0 days</td>
<td>$R_{-sc}:86-17$: pale Med-Dark</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012-106</td>
<td>0 days</td>
<td>$R_{-sc}:86-17$: pale Darkest</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012-109</td>
<td>14 days</td>
<td>$R_{-sc}:86-17$: pale Lightest</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012-110</td>
<td>14 days</td>
<td>$R_{-sc}:86-17$: pale Med-Light</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.2399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012-111</td>
<td>14 days</td>
<td>$R_{-sc}:86-17$: pale Med-Light</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.3891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012-112</td>
<td>14 days</td>
<td>$R_{-sc}:86-17$: pale Med-Light</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-327</td>
<td>0 days</td>
<td>$R_{-sc}:86-17$: pale Darkest</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.1018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-328</td>
<td>0 days</td>
<td>$R_{-sc}:86-17$: pale Med-Dark</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.03945*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-329</td>
<td>0 days</td>
<td>$R_{-sc}:86-17$: pale Med-Light</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.7332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-330</td>
<td>0 days</td>
<td>$R_{-sc}:86-17$: pale lightest</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-331</td>
<td>0 days</td>
<td>$R_{-sc}:124$</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.8881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014-332</td>
<td>0 days</td>
<td>$r-g:Δ902$</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.245</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. **Shapiro-Wilk test of normality of each of the lines.** Shapiro-Wilk and $n$ (# of ears) values are shown for interpretation of the p-value given. p-values of less than 0.05 indicate a divergence from normal distribution in the line tested (*).
Table 3. **Tukey's Honest-significant differences test of light reflectance for lines grown in 2011.** The post hoc Tukey's HSD test shows the significant differences between all lines sampled in 2011, which have an adjusted p-value of less than the significance levels of 0.05. Difference in Means, Upper, and Lower are as described in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Difference in means</th>
<th>Lower</th>
<th>Upper</th>
<th>Adjusted p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Darkest vs. R-sc:86</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>&lt;&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lightest vs. R-sc:86</td>
<td>37.07</td>
<td>36.15</td>
<td>37.98</td>
<td>&lt;&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lightest vs. Darkest</td>
<td>35.06</td>
<td>34.16</td>
<td>35.97</td>
<td>&lt;&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparison</td>
<td>Difference in means</td>
<td>Lower</td>
<td>Upper</td>
<td>Adjusted p-value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lightest vs. Darkest</td>
<td>28.55</td>
<td>10.04</td>
<td>47.06</td>
<td>&lt;&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Med-dark vs. Darkest</td>
<td>13.66</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>24.82</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Med-light vs. Darkest</td>
<td>15.66</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>26.93</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Med-dark vs. Lightest</td>
<td>-14.89</td>
<td>-30.35</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Med-light vs. Lightest</td>
<td>-12.89</td>
<td>-28.42</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Med-light vs. Med-Dark</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>-2.804</td>
<td>6.81</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Tukey's Honest Significant differences test of light reflectance for lines grown in 2012. The post hoc Tukey's HSD test shows significant differences between Lightest and Darkest, Medium Dark and Darkest, and Medium Light and Darkest lines. The Tukey' HSD test did not show an honest significant difference between the Lightest, Medium Light, and Medium Dark lines. Difference in Means, Upper, and Lower are as described in Table 2.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Difference in means</th>
<th>Lower</th>
<th>Upper</th>
<th>Adjusted p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>r-g</em>:Δ902 vs. Darkest</td>
<td>35.14</td>
<td>33.41</td>
<td>36.87</td>
<td>&lt;&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lightest vs. Darkest</td>
<td>33.63</td>
<td>31.65</td>
<td>35.60</td>
<td>&lt;&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Med-Dark vs. Darkest</td>
<td>23.37</td>
<td>21.44</td>
<td>25.30</td>
<td>&lt;&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Med-Light vs. Darkest</td>
<td>24.82</td>
<td>22.30</td>
<td>27.34</td>
<td>&lt;&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>R-sc</em>:124 vs. Darkest</td>
<td>-3.42</td>
<td>-5.12</td>
<td>-1.72</td>
<td>&lt;&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lightest vs. <em>r-g</em>:Δ902</td>
<td>-1.51</td>
<td>-3.24</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Med-Dark vs. <em>r-g</em>:Δ902</td>
<td>-11.77</td>
<td>-13.44</td>
<td>-10.10</td>
<td>&lt;&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Med-Light vs. <em>r-g</em>:Δ902</td>
<td>-10.32</td>
<td>-12.65</td>
<td>-7.99</td>
<td>&lt;&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>R-sc</em>:124 vs. <em>r-g</em>:Δ902</td>
<td>-38.56</td>
<td>-39.96</td>
<td>-37.16</td>
<td>&lt;&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Med-Dark vs. Lightest</td>
<td>-10.26</td>
<td>-12.18</td>
<td>-8.33</td>
<td>&lt;&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Med-Light vs. Lightest</td>
<td>-8.81</td>
<td>-11.33</td>
<td>-6.29</td>
<td>&lt;&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>R-sc</em>:124 vs. Lightest</td>
<td>-37.05</td>
<td>-38.74</td>
<td>-35.35</td>
<td>&lt;&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Med-Light vs. Med-Dark</td>
<td>1.449</td>
<td>-1.03</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>0.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>R-sc</em>:124 vs. Med-Dark</td>
<td>-26.79</td>
<td>-28.43</td>
<td>-25.15</td>
<td>&lt;&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>R-sc</em>:124 vs. Med-Light</td>
<td>-28.24</td>
<td>-30.55</td>
<td>-25.93</td>
<td>&lt;&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. **Tukey's Honest Significant differences test of light reflectance of kernels from 2014.** The post hoc Tukey's HSD test shows significant differences between all samples tested, except between the Lightest to *r-g*:Δ902, and the Medium Dark to Medium Light comparisons at the 0.05 significance level. Difference in Means, Upper, and Lower are as described in Table 2.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence bp</th>
<th>Subline with sequence difference</th>
<th>Consensus sequence</th>
<th>Sequence difference</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>284</td>
<td>Darkest</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Intron 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>618</td>
<td>Lightest</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Exon 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1227</td>
<td>Darkest</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Exon 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1283</td>
<td>Darkest</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>Intron 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1393</td>
<td>Darkest</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Intron 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1410</td>
<td>Darkest</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>Intron 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. **Potential sequence differences between the R-sc:86-17pale Lightest, R-sc:86-17pale Darkest, and R-sc:86 lines.** Six potential sequence differences from the consensus sequence were found in the Lightest, Darkest, and R-sc:86 consensus sequences (Figure 18, Figure 19, Figure 20).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primer</th>
<th>Sequence location</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Nest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sc3841a</td>
<td>3840-3857</td>
<td>5'-TTC TTC TCT ACC CTT CGC</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lc1933</td>
<td>4265-4250</td>
<td>5'-AGC AAG CTG GCT CCT C</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sc7737</td>
<td>7741-7759</td>
<td>5'-CTC GGG AAG GAG CGA GGA G</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar140</td>
<td>8307-8285</td>
<td>5'-CTT CAC CTC GCC GTT GTA GAA CC</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5'-GCC TTC CAT GCC CG TCG ATG TCC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lc8701</td>
<td>10714-10691</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sc8066a</td>
<td>8069-8087</td>
<td>5'-GGC TGC CGT GTG GAG CGA G</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sc8066b</td>
<td>8087-8069</td>
<td>5'-GCT CCA CAC GGC AGC C</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lc6713</td>
<td>8711-8727</td>
<td>5'-TCG CCG GCA GCA AAG CC</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lc6744</td>
<td>8759-8740</td>
<td>5'-GTG CAT ACC TTG GCC AGG AG</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lc7076</td>
<td>9074-9092</td>
<td>5'-TGT TCA GCT CGA GCT TCC G</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lc7062</td>
<td>9078-9060</td>
<td>5'-GCT GAA CAT ACC GTG TCA GTT G</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lc7295a</td>
<td>9310-9330</td>
<td>5'-GGC ACG TTT GCG TTC GAG GAA</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lc7497</td>
<td>9520-9503</td>
<td>5'-GCG GTA GTG GTA GCG CCT</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lc7775a</td>
<td>9806-9788</td>
<td>5'-CCA CAG CTC TCC CAA GCA C</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lc7775b</td>
<td>9788-9806</td>
<td>5'-GTG CTT GGG AGA GCT GTG G</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lc8087a</td>
<td>10100-10077</td>
<td>5'-GGG TGC AAG AGC TGG AGT CCA</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bs47527</td>
<td>7527-7546</td>
<td>5'-CTC CAA TTC CRA CRT CCA R</td>
<td>Outer 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7666-7684</td>
<td>5'-GTA AAA CGA CGG CCA GCT RCT</td>
<td>Outer 1, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bs47666m</td>
<td>AAA CRC TTR CTC CRC A</td>
<td>Inner 1, 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bs2Sc804</td>
<td>8067-8048</td>
<td>5'-CCR ACR TTA RTC ACR TTA CT</td>
<td>Inner 1, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5r</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bs2Sc814</td>
<td>8219-8199</td>
<td>5'-CCT CAR RAA CAC TRR TTT C</td>
<td>Outer 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4r</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bs2Lc623</td>
<td>8261-8235</td>
<td>5'-CAA CRA CCA TAT TTT ATT TRA TRT CCT</td>
<td>Outer 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7r</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m13F</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5'-GTA AAA CGA CGG CCA G</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. **Primers used for amplification of the region of the 3' end of the Sc||nc1 gene.** Primer names, sequences, and annealing locations in the Sc||nc1 gene, with nest details shown for all successful sodium bisulfite treated nest amplifications yielding the sequences shown in Table 8 (Figure 9, Figure 21).
Table 8. **Tabulated methylation data for selected samples.** Base G # is set to a common reference point, which can be seen in Figure 22. %G and %A are the percentage of height of the peaks over the baseline for each of the bases in the electropherogram for the sample. The three types of methylation are color coded, with ChG methylation shown in green, CG methylation shown in yellow, and CHH methylation shown in light blue. Purple boxes mark sites where there is partial or no methylation at the site.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cytosine methylation site type</th>
<th>CG</th>
<th>CHH</th>
<th>CHG</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sites fully methylated</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sites not fully methylated</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unmethylated sites</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% fully methylated sites</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% partially methylated sites</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9. DNA cytosine methylation sites that are fully methylated vs. partially methylated on the bottom strand of the region sequenced.
Figure 1. *Conceptual view of how canalization directs expression patterns.* From Waddington (1956).
Figure 2. A comparison of the possible range of expression vs. canalized expression patterns. A) *Nuphar* and *Persea* contain an undifferentiated perianth of petaloid organs (tepals), whereas in *Eschscholzia* and *Arabidopsis* flowers the perianth is differentiated into leaf-like outer sepals and colorful inner petals. B) Log2 floral organ/leaf gene expression ratios ranked by organs of peak expression. C) Scatter plots of log2 floral organ/leaf ratios and Pearson correlations. From Chanderbali *et al.* (2010).
Figure 3. **A model for the buffering role of Hsp90 in canalization.** (a) When Hsp90 is functional, underlying cryptic genetic variation (gray peaks) is hidden, and normally expressed genes (black peaks) are output as visible phenotypes. (b) When Hsp90 is non-functional, previously cryptic phenotypic variation (formerly gray peaks) is expressed, as the phenotypic expression threshold (wavy line) is lowered. From Sato and Siomi (2010).
Figure 4. **A Comparison of Arabadopsis thaliana seedlings with Hsp90 inhibition.**

Panel A shows a healthy wild type 14 day post germination A. thaliana seedling, while panels B, C, and D show mutant phenotypes resulting from Hsp90 inhibition. From Queitsch *et al.* (2002).
Figure 5. **Effect of Hsp90 mutation on deformed eye trait in *Drosophila melanogaster***.

Black diamonds indicate the wild type phenotype for deformed eye trait. Open squares indicate flies with a defective mutation in *Hsp90*. From Rutherford and Lindquist (1998).
Figure 6. Synthesis pathway of anthocyanin in *Zea mays*. The core linear synthesis pathway for glycosolated anthocyanins. All biosynthetic enzymes of the pathway appear to be regulated regardless of tissue type, although the *r1* regulatory gene, which is partially regulated by the *vp1* gene (viviparous) (Light induced, black arrow), regulates the *Chalcone synthase* gene (CHS), *dihydroflavonol 4-reductase*, and *udp-glucose flavinoid 3-oxy-glucisyl transferase* in aleurone, scuteller node, and mesocotyl of young seedlings (horizontal black arrows) (Eggleston, W., pers. comm.). Enzymes listed but not regulated by *r1* include *CHI* (Chalcone isomerase) and *F3H* (Flavonoid 3’isomerase). From Dooner et al. (1992).
Figure 7. **Origin and molecular structure of R-sc:86-17pale.** Horizontal arrows represent *r1* genes and direction of transcription. Centromere is to the left. Black arrows represent the *Sc* gene, shaded arrows represent the *Nc* genes and upright triangles represent the *I-R* transposable element inserted in exon 1 of *Sc*. *Doppia* elements in the 5' ends of *Nc1*, *Nc2*, and *Nc3* genes are inserted at bp +83 of the *Nc* genes shown as filled down-facing triangles (W. Eggleston, pers. comm.). The large X represents presumptive unequal crossover between *Sc* and *Nc1* to create the chimeric *Sc||nc1* gene in *R-sc:86*. Kernel phenotypes are shown to right (not to scale). Vertical arrows indicate mutational events in a parent line. From W. Eggleston (pers. comm.).
Figure 8. *Isolation of the sublines of R-sc:86-17pale*. The *r1* locus is deleted in *r-g:Δ902* and *R-sc:86* is the fully colored parent allele of *R-sc:86-17pale* (W. Eggleston, pers. comm.) (Eggleston *et al.* 1995) (Figure 7). Open arrows denote one generation of self-pollinated selection for lightest kernel color from an ear, while filled arrows denote one generation of selection for darkest kernels. From W. Eggleston (pers. comm.).
Figure 9. Structure of Sc||nc1, Nc2, and Nc3, and oligonucleotides used for DNA sequencing. The structure of the Sc||nc1 gene and the structure of the Nc2 & Nc3 genes; the Sc||nc1 gene is a chimera comprised of the Sc 5' end fused to the 3' end of the Nc1 due to recombination in the 3' end of intron 2 (W. Eggleston, per. comm.). Horizontal arrows denote forward and reverse primers sequencing primers, while numbers above arrows correspond to key numbers.
Figure 10. **Southern blot restriction map analysis of cytosine (CHG) methylation in** _R-sc:86_ **and** _R-sc:86-17pale selection sublines_. DNA from seedlings homozygous for alleles noted were digested with _HindIII_ (methylation insensitive) alone (left lane) or in combination with the isochzomers _EcoRII_ (E) (sensitive to CHG methylation) or _BstNI_ (insensitive to CHG methylation). Left shows hybridization with pR-nj:1 and right, with pSc323:J20, with molecular weight (kb) in the middle (Eggleston _et al._ 1995). The pR-nj:1 blot probe can anneal to a fragment of up 4.3 kb in size once the DNA is digested with _HindIII_, and the pSc323:J20 blot probe can anneal to a fragment of up 7.5 kb in size once the DNA is digested with _HindIII_. Above each lane is the allele, enzyme and number of _r1_ genes present. Probes are shown for a canonical _r1_ gene in which transcription begins to the left. The thin line indicates introns, blue boxes indicate exons,
based on comparison of the *Sc* sequence (M. Alleman, J. Kermicle and W. Eggleston, pers. comm.) with *Lc* (S. Ludwig, L. Habera and S. Wessler, pers. comm.) (Ludwig *et al.* 1989; Ludwig *et al.* 1990). L’s and D’s as in Figure 8. *R-sc:124* contains only the single *r1* gene *Sc||nc3* (Eggleston *et al.* 1995). From W. Eggleston (pers. comm.). Vertical lines marked 'D' on the gene structure indicates *Hind*III recognition sites, while unmarked vertical lines on the gene structure indicate *Eco*RIII/BstNI recognition sites.
Figure 11. Molecular basis for fully colored seed recovered from female plants heterozygous for *R-sc:86-17pale* Lightest and *r-r:n19* or *ryw*; *wx*+ crossed with *g R-r:8pale; wx-* males. Arrows represent *r1* genes and direction of transcription. Black and grey arrows represent the *r1* genes and regions from *R-sc:86-17pale* Lightest, and white arrows represent *r1* genes from *r-r:n19* or *ryw*. From W. Eggleston (pers. comm.)
Figure 12. **Effect of rmr6- and mop- mutations on the R-sc:86-17pale Lightest kernel color.**

Figure 13. **Maize production in the US from 1865 to 2010.** Analysis of the historical annual yield per hectare, with changes in yield as attributable to changes in breeding practices and the widespread adoption of hybrids and GMO varieties. From Phillips (2010).
Figure 14. **Kernels in the Agtron sample reading cup.** Darkest kernels from 2014 are shown in the clear Agtron sample cup, with more than 150 kernels in the cup to enable a valid light reflectance measurement. Kernels are at least two layers deep throughout the sample cup.
Figure 15. **Percent light reflectance of 2011 maize kernels by line.**  R) Kernels from *R-sc:86*.  D) Kernels from *R-sc:86-17pale* Darkest subline.  L) Kernels from *R-sc:86-17pale* Lightest subline. Box plot of kernel light reflectance average measurements, with boxes indicating 1st and 3rd quartile of each sample set, samples shown as circles, and whiskers showing 2 standard deviations from the mean of each line and subline. Stars indicate statistically significant differences between lines tested (Table 3).
Figure 16. **Percent light reflectance of 2012 maize kernels by line.** D) Kernels from *R-sc:86-17pale* Darkest subline. MD) Kernels from *R-sc:86-17pale* Medium-Dark subline.
ML) Kernels from *R-sc:86-17pale* Medium-Light subline. L) Kernels from *R-sc:86-17pale* Lightest subline. Box plot of kernel light reflectance average measurements for each subline. Details as shown in Figure 15. Stars indicate statistically significant differences between lines tested (Table 4).
Figure 17. Percent light reflectance of 2014 maize kernels by line. F) Kernels from R-sc:86. D) Kernels from R-sc:86-17pale Darkest subline. MD) Kernels from R-sc:86-17pale Medium-Dark subline. ML) Kernels from R-sc:86-17pale Medium-Light subline. L) Kernels from R-sc:86-17pale Lightest subline. Δ902) Kernels from r-g: Δ902 line. Box plot of kernel light reflectance average measurements for each line and subline. Details are as shown in Figure 15. Stars indicate statistically significant differences between lines tested (Table 5).
Figure 18. **Alignment of sequence reads from the Lightest subline to a reference sequence from R-sc:124.** The horizontal line in center represents the reference sequence from *R-sc:124* (W. Eggleston and M. Alleman, pers. comm.), and each of the shorter lines represents a sequence fragment aligned to create a consensus sequence. The sequence fragments above the reference line are fragments from the top backbone, and the sequence fragments from the bottom backbone strand. Each fragment is labeled to the left, with the sequencing primer used indicated.
Figure 19. **Alignment of sequence reads from the Darkest subline to a reference sequence from R-sc:124.** The horizontal line in center represents the reference sequence from R-sc:124 (W. Eggleston and M. Alleman, pers. comm.), and each of the shorter lines represents a sequence fragment aligned to create a consensus sequence. The sequence fragments above the reference line are fragments from the top backbone, and the sequence fragments from the bottom backbone strand. Each fragment is labeled to the left, with the sequencing primer used indicated.
Figure 20. **Alignment of sequence reads from the progenitor line (R-sc:86) to a reference sequence from R-sc:124.** The horizontal line in center represents the reference sequence from R-sc:124 (W. Eggleston and M. Alleman, pers. comm.), and each of the shorter lines represents a sequence fragment aligned to create a consensus sequence. The sequence fragments above the reference line are fragments from the top backbone, and the sequence fragments from the bottom backbone strand. Each fragment is labeled to the left, with the sequencing primer used indicated.
Primers and selected restriction sites
1. Bs47527
2. Bs47666m
3. Bs2Sc8045r
4. Bs2Sc8144r
5. Bs2Lc6237r

\textit{E|B, EcoRII/BstN1} restriction site

Figure 21. \textit{Structure of the Sc||nc1 gene, with a blown up section showing the region amplified from genomic sodium bisulfite treated DNA.} Site 3 is a recognition sequence for the \textit{EcoRII/BstN1} isoschizomers. The boundary between Intron 2 and Exon 3 is at 8273 bp, ~15 bp downstream of the Bs2Lc6237r primer. Horizontal bars show the amplicons from the first and second outer and inner nests, while forward and reverse arrows indicate primer annealing locations.
Figure 22. Alignment of the sequence reads of the sodium bisulfite converted PCR amplicons for \textit{R-sc:86}, \textit{R-sc:86-17pale Lightest}, and \textit{R-sc:86-17pale Darkest} to a reference sequence from \textit{R-sc:124}. The 3` end of SC 124 is the reference sequence used in Chapter 3 from \textit{R-sc:124} (W. Eggleston pers. comm.), the second strand is the \textit{R-sc:86} amplicon, and strands three through nine are the Darkest (D) and Lightest (L) amplicons. Boxes show a site with no methylation and a site with partial methylation.
Figure 23. **Electropherograph of a sequenced amplicon of the $R$-sc:86-17$pale$ Lightest subline, after treatment of genomic DNA with sodium bisulfite.** The first box shows a CHH site with partial methylation yielding both guanine and adenine peaks at the site. The second box shows a site that is fully unmethylated, showing only an adenine peak.
Figure 24. **Electropherograph of a sequenced amplicon of R-sc:86 line, after treatment of genomic DNA with sodium bisulfite.** The first box shows a CHH site with partial methylation yielding both guanine and adenine peaks at the site. The second box shows a site that is fully unmethylated, showing only an adenine peak.
Figure 25. **Electropherograph of a sequenced amplicon of R-sc:86-17pale Darkest subline, after treatment of genomic DNA with sodium bisulfite.** The first box shows a CHH site with partial methylation yielding both guanine and adenine peaks at the site. The second box shows a site that is fully methylated, showing only a guanine peak.
Figure 26. **Summary of the structure of Sc||nc1, the region sequenced, and the region analyzed for cytosine methylation patterns.**

A) Shows the structure of the r1 alleles (Sc||nc1, Nc2, and Nc3) present in R-sc:86 and the R-sc:86-17pale selection sublines. B) An enlarged map of the Sc||nc1 gene, with the Southern blot probe locations shown below the gene. *Hind*III restriction sites are shown by lines labeled 'D', with shorter vertical lines on the gene indicating recognition sites for the isochzomers *Eco*RII (methylation sensitive) and *Bst*N1 (methylation insensitive). The horizontal bar labeled 'Sequence amplicon' is the region sequenced, and spans from 7737 bp to 10680 bp. C) The enlarged region of the Sc||nc1 gene shows the region targeted for amplification using sodium bisulfite-specific primers. The region sequenced after amplification using these primers was from 7666 bp through 8045 bp, and includes a *Eco*RII-*Bst*N1 recognition site.
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